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coerneients

height of the stable eddy, height of an imaginary
Rankine oval

eoeMcient

width of test plate

absolute veloeity, diameter of cylindeT

Height of air-tunnel

coeMeien't or factor

length of a stable eddy behind a p}ate

suenx notations for tensor
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                           Introduction

    The an.alysis of flow behind an infinitely long flate plat is an old

and well known problem. As the geometry is simple in this case,
such analysis should clarify the basie Eeatures of the mechanism of

wakes behind a sufficiently great variety of boundary shapes, The
             'theory of hodograph is important in mathematieal analysis, but even

though it offexs a use£ul tool £or a study o£ £ree stxeam lines, it is

not enough to explain even the va]ue o£ the drag coeMcient fo.e the
plate. Furthermore, it offers no clue to the behavior of the flow in

the wake. It is a well known £act that the actual value of the drag
coeflicient of a fiat plate normal to the fiow is about 1.8, However,

its evaluation by the aid of the free-streamline theory gives O.88.

Evidently this rather large diserepaney comes from insufficient

know}edge o£,the meehanism oE the flow in a wake, particularly in
regard 'to the low pressure in the zone of separation.

    The study of the fiow behind a body was greatly advaneed by
Katrman's analysis of the vortex trail. Later, the experimental work
by Fage and Johansen [1], [2] presented valuable information, and
Tecently a paper published by Hanin [3] represented a new achieve-

ment in thls kind o£ study. The goal of Hanin's theoretical study
was to adjust both the position of the generating point of the vortex

and the strength of the vortex so that the drag coefieient would agree

with the results o£ experiments. There is also a recent peport of
experimental work by Fomichev [4] about the turbulence behind a fiat

plate in water moving with a free surface, whieh was reviewed by
M, V. Morkovin [5]. Also avai]able is Roshiko's paper [6] on the in-
fluence of a tail plate upon the drag and upon the pressure distribution

behind bluff bodies.

    The present experimental work is an attempt to obtain the charac-

teristics o£ stable eddy behind a flat plate mounted normally to the
general fiow in a half plane, Flow past a plate that is fully surrounded

by fiuid differs in several ways from fiow past one that is in contact

with a boundascy. ･First of al}, the former may be considered to lie
in the path of essential}y irrotational fiow whereas the Iatter will be

immersed in a boundary layer of indefinite thickness. Seeondly, the

flow in the wake of an isolated plate is free to pendulate about the
plane of symmetry, whereas in the vieinity of a longitudinal boundary

such pendulation is entirely prevented, The characteristics of the
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eddy presented in this paper refer to the pattem of mean fiow, to

the pressure distribution, and to the distribution o£ turbu!enee.

    Two kinds of Pitot eylinders were used £or the rneasurements of
velocities, and the characteristies of a eylinder in parallel shear flow

were studied analytically. Pressure distributions weTe obtained with

a sharp-edged plate which was mounted parallel to the side walls o£
the air tunnel. The reasonability of the veloc2ty and pressure measuye-

ments was shown by the validity of the Bernoulli equation outside

the wake, and by the relation o£ continuity. The values of }liZZ7,E', fib7,f' ,

/i2vys'"um , zb'v', and y/(L5oUi")2 were measured with a single hot wire for

the characteristics o£ turbulenee, of whieh the first Eour terms are
presented in this paper.

    At first, in order to find the inter£erence o£ the test seetion on

the size of the stable eddy, three kinds o£ ratios between the width
of the test plate and the height o£ the wind tunnel were investigated.
In this case, instead oE ehanging the height of the tunnel, the number

of test plates was changed to yield a geometry equivalent eo a ehange

in tunnel height. Finally, in order to approximate an infinite spacing,

the profile of the stable eddy was replaeed with an imaginary Rankine

oval to indieate the stream-line form of the ceiling and the fioor o£
the tunnel, The aetual results of the veloeity measurements were
compared with the veloeity distributions obtainded analytically for the

fiow around the imaginary Rankine oval. Since it was noticed that
the magnitudes of the velocities in these two cases differ appreeiably

when the point of observation moves downstream, two kinds of analytica}

eorxeetion for the d.istributions o£ veloeity and presSure were attempted.

    In the last parts of this study, the forms o£ the momentum equation
and the energy equation of the mean fiow, whieh are appiicable for
the present investigation, are derived. The corrected results of veloeity

and the pressure fields and the results of' the turbulence measurement

were substituted into the momentum equation, to obtain the drag of
the test plate. This result was eompared with the drag obtained
direetly by the integration of the pressure distribution over the surface

of the test plate. At the same time, the distributions of the signifieant

terms in the momentum equation and the energy equation oE mean
flow are pz'esented. The balance of momentum and the balance of

energy are also considexed for the purpose o£ assuring the reasona-
bility of the experimental results as a whole.
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                    Experimental Equipment

1. Air tunnel.

   AII the experiments were carried out in one of the three air
tunnels of the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, State University
of Iowa in the U.S. A. This tunn.el is of the recirculating type, the

fiow being produced by a multi-vane type of radial-fiow fan driven by

a 7.5-H.P, electric motor. Two sets of lattices are arranged at the

exit paTt o£ the fan to make uniform the fiow in the tunnel. Guide
vanes are also arranged at three bends of the tunnel, The cross section

of the test section of the tunnel is 3 feetx3 feet, and there are glass

side walls over its whole length o£ about 12 feet. A variable resistor

on the motor and three pivoted plates at the entrance of the £an
furnish the adjustment of the veloeity in the tunnel.

   The velocity of the undisturbed fiow in the test section was deter-

mined by eaiibration in terms of the pressuye differenee between two
piezometer holes, one of them loeated about one foot downst,ream from

the end of the converging part of the entrance to the test seetion
and the other located farther upstream where the eross seetion is large.

2. Test plates.

    The test plate was made of brass plate 114 ineh in thickness, 3
inches in width, and 3 Eeet in length so that the span coincided with

the width of 'the tunnel. The plate was fixed with serews to the side

walls at both ends. The edges of the plate were given, a 30 degree
bevel on the downstream side. Piezometric holes O.03 inch in diameter

were also arran.ged on the upper half of the test plate £or the purpose

of measuring the pressure distribution, seven o£ them on the upstream
sufaee and one on the downstream.
    As will be seen in Fig. 1, the tail plate which corresponds to the

border of the half plane was made' of an aluminum plate 1116 ineh in

thickness. It was screwed to the test plate at one end and seeured

with fou･r thin steel guy wires to the ceiling and the bottom o£ the
tun'nel in order to eliminate undesiirable vibration. Piezometer holes

O.04 ineh in diametez' we-re also arranged on the testing s2de to obtain

the pressure distribution on the surface. The length of the tail plate

was determined by trial. It might be worth mentioning that the length

of the stable eddy behind the plate is eontrolled by the length o£ the
tail plate to some degree, beeoming equal to that of the tail plate
when the tail plate is short but not shorter than a certain length which
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Fig. 1
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was not determined in this study. The length of the tail plate used
was 30 1!4 inches, or 20 times the height of the test plate above the

tail plate. This was enough greater than the eddy length to ensure
the lateer's independence of it. The span of the tail plate was 3 feet.

The experiment was carried out on only the uppe]r side of the tail plate.

3. Cylgndercs for the ineastEremeitt of velocity.

  a. 30.60cy]inder.

   (1) Seleetion of the angle between two holes.
   The Pitot-cylinder is used sometime for the measuremants of both
the magnitude and the direetion of velocity. When two holes are made

on the surface of a eylinder at a properly se]ected angle, t'he angu]ar

position of the cylinder when tlae pressures at these holes balance

provides a means of detem}ining the direetion o£ flow. At the same
time, once the eylinder has been calib.vated, it is possible to measuye

the magnitude o£ the veloeity too. So far as the phenomenon ofi separa-

tion o£ flow aroun.d a eylinder is recognized, the angle between the
holes must be seleeted so that they will not be located in the region
of separation, in ordey to maintain the directional sensitivity, In order

to decrease the error in estimating the magnitude o.f velocity, it is

also preferable to have a cylinder of small dimension with a small
angle between the holes, On the other hand, the a'ngle should not be
so small that the directional sensitivity cannot be rr)aintained.

   As the first step, angles of 55.80 and 30.60 were seleeted arbitrarily

to find the sensitivity £or the direetion of fiow. The diameter of the
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cylinder was 1!8 ineh. The diameter o£ the holes on the cylinder was
O.O15 inch. The results of the experiment which was caryied out in
a uniform fiow in the air tunnel are plotted in Fig. 2.
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    As a wedge is usually understooct to be sensitive to the dbrection

of fiow, the result of an experiment w2th 200 wedge is plo'tted in that

figure for compar2son. 7]he vertieal axis dpu!gPzeh' is 'Lhe pressuye differ-

enee between the two holes in dimensionless £or.m. The horizontal
axis gives 'the angle of rotation of the ey}inder and of the wedge

against 'the uni£orm flow. The dimension o£ the wedge whieh was
used foy reference is shown in Fig. 3.
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    The 30.60 ey}inder was the one fina}ly employed. As will be seen
in Fig. 3, the 30.60 eylinder has almost the same sensitivity to the

direction of fiow as the wedge, and the aeeuracy of O.2 degree was
experienced during the course of the present experiment.

   (2) Calibration.

    The calibTation for the measurement of the veloeity magnitude
was also carried out in a uniform fiow in the air tunnel. A 6-inch
orifiee in the 'tunnel was used to increase the veloeity of the ealibration.

The standard gage wag a Prandtl=type Pitot tube which was known
to have a veloeity coeffieient of unity after a calibration with a fiow

of water through a eircu]ar submerged orifice. At fust, one hole of
the cy].inder was set preeisely in the upstream direetion of the flow
with a, p.rotractor so that the stagnation pressure eould be taken from

this hole. The pressure difference between the two holes was read
with a Wahlen' type of gage which gives the aceuracy of O.OOI ineh
in an alcohol column. After that, the cylinder was rotated 30.60 so

that the other hole would be upstream. This procedure established

the prope.r angular location o£ the cylinder. The comparison between
this cylinder and a Prandtl-tube is shown in Biig.4. Sinee the results

oE the experiment fall on a straight }ine, the cylinder has a eonstant

value of the veloeity eoeMcient.

                             Fig. 4
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  b, 1800 cylinder.

   (1) Estimation of the veloeity magnitude,

    When the veloeity gradient ls steep, the measurement of the di-
reetion of fiow with the 30.60 cylinder becomes difflcult, as will be
diseussed later, and therefore in measuring 'the velocity in sueh a region

and in the wake, a 1800 eylinder was used. When the direction of
fiow is not of primayy interest, the pressure differenee between these

holes gives a fair indieation of the magnitqde of velocity even if the

angle between them is larg'e. When the eylinder is mounted in the
tunnel so that one hole is pMeeisely in the upst'ream direction, the other

hole will of eourse be direeted downstream. Four different magnitudes

o£ veloeity were used to find the effect of the Reynolds number, be-
cause the veloeity in the wake of the test plate was known to change

f-rom zero to a value higher than the uni£orm veloeity far upstream.
The cylinder was rotated through various angles to the uniform fiow,

and the pressure differences between the two ho]es were obtained as
in the case of the 30.60 cylinder. The results of the experiments are

plotted in Fig. 5, which shows that the effeet of the Reynolds number

may be eonsidered to be neglj.gib]e within the range of the present
tests. If there were some deviee to find the direction of fiow, the

magriitude of the veloeity would also be obtainable with the aid o£
this eurve through the step method of eorrection if neeessary. In the

preformance of the experiment, the eylinder was always supported in
the fiow so that the line which passed the two holes on the eylinde]r

was parallel 'eo the x axis-i.e., the axis of the tunnel test seetion.

When the fiow is honizoneal, the value of Ap/(Pu:/2) should be 1,74, as

wi]1 be £ound in Fig. 5. Aeeordingly, if the fiow has a eertain angle
ct against the x axis, the eorz'eetion factor for the horizontal eomponent

of the velocity must be cos at Vl.74!c.

    A series o£ va]ues of 4 and cos a V1.741c against various values o£ a
as obtained from this curve i$ tabulated in Table 1. Aetually, the angle

a is small in the wake at almost every poin't except in the xegion
where the direetion of fiow ehanges from plus to minus or from minus

to plus. In this region, the accuraey o.f measurement becomes poo.r,

As the line of eoscr A.741c values in Table 1 shows, when a is less

than 30 degrees, the eorrection is not important as £ar as the horizontal
component which is neeessary to construet the flow pattern is con-
eerned.
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TABLE 1

cr
l o]

    c

cos a Vl･74k

1.740

1.000

se i io" l iso l 2o" l 2se l 3o"

1.733

O.998

    I
1.7o9 I

o.g93 i

1.658

O.991

1.548

O.9965

l 3so l4o"

1.416

1.005

L220

1.033

LO18

1.070

O.817

1.118

   (2)

   As
directed

stream,

Estimaeion of the direction of flow.

deseribed in the previous seetion, one hole in the cylinder was

 upstveam, the other hole then naturally being directed down-
and the pressure difference between these holes was obtained.
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I£ the flow is assuMed to be horizontal, the veloeity coeMeient of 1.74

will be available to find the magnitude o£ veloeity, £or the first step.
Since the stream function ¢ is obtainable through the in.tegral Szzely,

the integiration o£ the veloeity whieh will be obtained in this manner
makes it possible to estimate the approximate flow pa'ttern eorre-

sponding to the constant inerements o£ diseharge which determine
lines of constant stream function, The tangents of these stream lines
at any point gjve the first approximation of the direction of flow, with

whieh the correction of the magnitude of veloeity will be performed.

Again the integration o£ this eorrected veloeity .gives the corrected
pattern, and the tangents of the stream lines will then give the second

approximation o£ the direetion o£ fiow.

4. Piate for the measurement of the pressure distribwtion.

    Pressures were measured with a plate having a eross seetion similar

to that of the test plate bue placed with its plane normal to those of

the test plate and tail plate. The width of this brass plate was 5"/16

inches and the thicl<ness 118 inch. Piezometric holes having a diameter

of O.03 inch were drilled on one surfaee midway between the leading
and trailing edges. One end of the plate was fixed on the surfaee of

the tail plate and the othe.n end was screwed to the ceiling o£ the
tunnel.

5. Turbugence rmeasurements.

    The values of V'ii7'i', VI7'i',Ytt,- and

utvX were measured with a constant-
temperature 'type of hot-wire anemo-
meter [7] using a single-hot-wire teeh-

nique, Tungsten wire of O,OOe14-ineh
diameter was eopper plated wi'th CuSO,
before soldered op..to a probe. When the

copper was ,yemoved by etching wi'th

HN03 to produce 5 ohms o£ electrie re-
sistance as indieated in t"ne instruetion

booklet [8], the, length of the aeting part

ef the wire was about O.025 ineh an,d the

total length of the wire was approxi-
mately 1,18 ineh. The ealibmTation of this

hot wire was made in a uniform fiow in

         Fig. 6

 Exampke ot the hot-Jwtre
        caXi.bmabion
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the tunnel by comparing with a stan.dard Prandtl-type Pitot-tube and

the chang o£ voltage neeessary to keep 'the temperature of the wire
constant foi" various speeds of air was obtained. Through calibration
the charaeteristies of this hot-wire were found to be linear as intended.

As will be judged from the diameter o£ the tungsten wire, the hot
wires are very s}ender and so a number of wires were used af'ter

ealibrating eaeh of them. One example o£ the results of their cali-
bration is shown in Fig. 6.

               Experimentai Procedure and Results

l. Prgmary measureiiiene of velocgty.

    In ordey to find the effeet o£ the tunnel (i. e,, the eonstriction effect
of the test seetion.) on the size of the stable eddy behind the plate,

three series of primary measurements were caz-ried out. The geometry

when one plate is mounted in the wind tunnel is shown schematically
in Fig. 7(a). In this ease, the rat2o betwween H and b is

         Hlb = 3613 = 12

The situation when. two plates axe mounted is shown in Fi. 7 (b),

              Fig. 7(a) Fig. 7(b)
         "`"1if"`"di` o.'sH! anillgli±liillitll"uetHg

b H
         7"lt-'7"7-=-71111ill･Tir:-7pilT .7'-!iT"7"-"-7'r79;'ii5---

   Sinee the center line between two plates indieated by the broken
]ine in Fig. 7(b) corresponds to an imaginary tunnel wall, the ratio

between H and b is dee.yeased by half in this ease-namely, Blb=6.
The same eoneept is applicable when. four plates are mounted ,in the

tunnel;in this case) the value o£ Hlb is 3.
    Before starting the measurement, the px'oper length of the tai}

plate had to be determined. It was rather easy to de'teet the end
of the eddy with the 1800 eylinder. When the eylinde.e was moved
downstream, keeping its positioi). near to the tail plate, the indieation

of the pressuTe dfference between the two holes on the gage reveals
the posl'tioR of the end o£ the eddy clearly. Of eourse, the two holes

o£ the cylinder had to be kept in a horizontal plane, and 'the point

-.-.-.m.fs;5z!lJ

  agt 5H
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where the pressure at the upstream and downstream holes balaneed
was then the end of the eddy. A diagonal arrangement of p2eees of
a light string on the tail plate a!so made it easy to deteet the approxi-

mate end of the eddy by the eyes. As deseribed before, the proper

length o£ the tail plate was decided by trial to be 30 inches or ten
times of b. When this length of the tail p}ate was employed, the eddy

-pehind the test plate was about 8.!2 times b, which was 'taken to
indicate that 'the tail plate was sufficiently long.

  a. The ease of o'ne test plate (H/b:=12).

   (1) Measurement of veloeity.

    As descyibed above, the 30.60 Pitot eylinder was used primarily
for the measurement outside the wake. The eylinder was set at the
point of obs･.A.rvation paral]el to the tes't plate and rotated until the

pressure difference between the 'tN7vo holes beeame equal to zero. When

it was zero, the intersecting dbreetion between the two holes corre-
sponded to the direetion of flow, which was read on a protractor. The

next step was to rotate 'the eylinder 30.60/2--15.30 in either direetion

so that one hole would be exactly at the stagnation point on the
cylinder; the pressure differenee between the two holes was then read.

For the purpose o£ assuring the proper measurernen.t, the cyl/inder was
finally rotated 30.60 in the other direction so that the other hole would

be at the stagnation point. When the eylin.der was located outside the

wake, these two angular positions of the cy]inder gave almost the
identical pressure differenee, but the difference beeame larger when

the cylinder went into the wake. When the differenee was small, these

two pressure differences were averaged and the magnitude of the
velocity was estimated from the charaeteristics of the eylinder shown
in Fi.cr. 4.

    Wh.en the point of observation was in the wake, the 1800 cylinder

was used and the deviee deseribed befQre was employed to estimate
the velocity at that poinJu.

    (2) Constructiozi of the flow pattern.

    The xesults of the veloeity measurements were arranged to find
ulzeo at a se.ries of several vertieal seetions. After plotting u!u, against

y!b, the integ.ration di =S(u!u,)ely was performed by Simpson's method to

obtain a group of eurves on di: y!b plane £oT the difrerent values of
xlb. This plot yields the coordinates x/b and y!b for different values

of the diseharge inbegral-that is the coordinates of the stream-Iine.
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With the aid of these stream lines, the dii'eetion of the mean flow

inside the wake was obtained by drawing a tangent a't the point
desired. The comrection of the veloeity was performed in the manner
explained above, wherever neeessai"y. Integra,tion of these eoureetect

distributions of ze!zeo then gave t'he correeted fiow pattern. Aetually.

this proeeduye o£ correction did not change the flow patteyn veiry mueh.

    The final £orm of the fiow pat'teyn obtained is shown in Ng, 8.

    Distyibutions o/E clzco are also p:esenteC! in this figure z"or re£eyence.
The points of ma,xiinum veloeity are rather ei'ear when xlb is siinall,

but they beeome quite vague as the poin"u' of observation is moved

downstrearn. The estimated poin"Ls o£ the maximum veloeity are also
indieated at eaeh section, and they are eonnected with a smooth eurve

which might be catled the border of "the wake. [I]he resi;Llts o£ velocity
measurements made with 30.60 eylinder and the 1800 cylinder are in-
dicated separatedly by means of different symbols.

  b. The eases of icwo plates ,(H!b=6) and four plates <,tl!b=T-3).

   .The same pscoeedures as deseribed in the preceding section were
'repeated fo}r the ease in which two test plates were mounted in the

air tunnel. The final resu]ts are shown in Fig. 9. It will be elearly

seen thae the length and the height of the profile of the stable eddy
are smaller in this ease than before. This fact shows 'that the inter-

feranee of the tunnel ceiling should not be overlooked. Close eom-
parison of F2gs. 8 and 9 will also yeveal a change in the distribution

of velocity, whieh was aeeompanied by a rather appreciable change
in the pressure distribution in the field.

    In this case, as it was possible to measure the velocity distTibution

up to the imaginary tu'nnel wal] aJ]ready shown in Fig. 7, the eontinui'ty

relatlon ean be examined. The sehematie sketeh of the situation is
shown in Fig. 10. The discharge can then be eomputed at the upstream

section, where there is no disturbance, as Z2 dimensionless units for

the tunnel as a whole, or 3 units £or the fteld of each half plate, On

the other hand, the integration o£ the velockies actua]ly measured gives
the diseharge as shown in Table 2 at several vertieal seetions,

   In this table, the estimated errors in diseharge are also indieated.

The error will be seen to be about (-4-O.7%) in gross, Aetually, as

the thiekness of the boundary ]ayer at the fioor of the air tunnel
should decrease ae 'the seetion of th,e test plate, the eyroy in ctischarge

will be Iower than the figures in this table. This table shows that the
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Charaeeeristies of Two-dimensional Flow behind a Normal Plate
     with a Boundary on Half Plane

             Fig. IO

th -`--"'-`T' 'L--j

                  y/b di- 3
ko-

  TABLE 2.
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x/b I ol 1 2 l 3 1 4I 5 6 l 7 E 8

QErrorin

%

2.951

-1.6

2.934

-2.0

2.876

-4.1

2.868

-4.4

'2.871-4.3

l-3･il

2.go6i 2.g42l

i-1.9
3.020

O.7

3.022

O.7

measurement of veloeity was per£ormed within reasonable limits of
error on the whole.

    When £ouz' plates were mounted in the tunnel, the fiow among
the plates was found to be asymmetrieal with respect to the mid-
section between any two plates. Furthermore, the fiow seemed to be
unstable, as any s]ight disturbanee in the field changed the direction

of fiow. This faet was detected by arranging pieces of light str2ng
diagonally on the surfaee of the tail plates that co.vrrespond to the

boundary of the half piane. The inclination of the swinging strings

gave the approximate direetion of flow. Sinee the flow was asym-
n'}etrie, the idea of the imaginary wail between two plates would not

be applieable in this ease and the detailed measurement was not ear-
ried out,

 2. An approximation te infinite spacing (formatioR ef the ceiling andi the

    floer of the air tunnel).

    When a body is located in an infinite spaee, a noticeable distortion

of the stream lines extends rather far away £rom the body in com-
panison with the size o£ the body. It is also a widely knovLTn £aet
that the in'teraction of the wind-tunnel walls is sometimes appreciable.

Going baek to the preserit study, it was of p.irimary interest to in-

vestigate the charaeteris'ties of the fiow downstream £rom a vertical
plate iri a half plane, The prelirninary experiix}ents already deseribect

revealed 'that the height of the tunnel made an a,ppreeiable change
in the field, yet it was not determined whether the ratio Hlb=th2 was
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comparable to the infinite spaeing. In order to realize the next step

of this approximation", a means of eflreeting a eurvatuTe coreyesponding

to a p,robable st,ream ]ine at the boundaries of the air ttmnel was
considered. As the present study is a two-dimensional one, consider-

ation of the eeiling and the fioor of the tunnel would be suflicient.

The profiIe of the stable eCICIy for U/b=12 which was alifeady shown

in Fig. 8 offexed the shape o£ an equivalent imaginar. y body for this
purpose, This profile of the stable eddy was replaeed with an imaginar. y

Rankine oval to compute eonventi'onally the shape of the stream lines
at the eeiling and the floor of the air tunnel. The reason that a Ranldne

oval was employed was simp}y that it was easy to handle the solution

of the velocity field. If the profile o£ the eddy is considered to be
the zero discharge iine of the eddy pattern, one ean easily estimate
the distortion of the stream Jine at any point in the field. In this ease,

it was deemed proper to eonsider the dis.plaeement thickness of the

boundary layer 2n the tunnel, too.

  a. Estimation of an imaginary Rankine oval 'to replace the profile

     of the stable eddy.

   A Rankine oval in two dimensions is realized by eombining a uni-

form flow with a paired souree and sink o£ equal strength loeated at

(-1,O) and (1,O) respeetively. The uni£orm fiow is undeitstood to be

£rom left to right, and the situation is shown sehematically in Fig. 11.

                            Fig. 11
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The complex potential oE a uniform flow in the direetion of positive
x is

         zv, :=: -zt,,z -un- -or･, (x+iy) (3)
Aecordingly, the strean.i fui}ction which passes a:n arbitrary point P

loeated outsi,d.e the Rankine ova] must be the sum of the imaginary
parts of Eqs. <1), (2), and (3):

         ip = -u,y-7nei+mO,,

oy

         -.¢-f,=-yhZ'9,tanHi.ki--+iiltanm!.gi (4)

The stream Eunetion ip must be zero on the su.rfaee of the Rankine
oval. Consequently, Eq, (4) gives

          U"y=-tan-i U +tanni Y
          on rc+1 x-1
or

         tan ('-X/t'-y)-1ff,, .2,Y, -, (s)

The length of the Rankine oval can be obtained by letting y be very
small in Eq. (5). Then, negleetin.cr square and hjgh powers of y, one

obtains

         L=2,/-IT;"l'2.zl･,J. . ' (6)

In the sarr}e way, 'the eondition x == O gives the expression oE the width

of the oval B:

         -----B =tan----B-----
                       LL,          B'             -z                         -1

or

         L==2g/ 1' rll..-i B".B-4 (7)

This is the relation between B and L of a Rankine oval. The next
step was to find the combination of B andi L whieh will make the shape

of the Rankine ovai praetically identieal with the profile of the stable



eddy shown in Fig. 8. It is impossible to give the exact shape of the

eddy to the oval o£ course, and for eonvenience the Rankine oval whieh

passed the edge o£ the test plate and the point oz" the maximum height
of the stable eddy was used.

    Now, taking B as a unit of length, the eoordinate of the upper
edge of the test plate was found to be (-!.4e4B, O.187B) fxom the
eddy profile, Substituti.on of these coordinates into Eq. (5) gave

         f;Q---c[.l-gT, tan-: (-2･--:gi3,7#-,,.,t-,- ,) (s)

Substi'tution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) gave the relation between B and L

which was suitable for the approximation. eons2dered:

         L=L'21/ i' ,,.nie-,3o,7,`3,7B:.B-, (9)

Aceordingly, the eombination of B and L which satisfied both Eqs. (7)

and (9) simultaneously had to be the val'ues of B and L one is seeking
for. As it is diflieult to solve these equat･ions simultaneously, Eqs, (7)

and (9) sATere computed sepaxatediy £or a eextain series o£ B to obtain
the corresponding series of L. The results of this eomputation are

                   FSg. 'X2
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plotted in Fig. 12, and the point of intersection o£ thcse two equations
was J-"ead as

                    L=.2.308, B:=O.785

as indicated in this same figure.

   It must' be remembered that
these values of LandB were･ex- Fig･ i3
pressed by tal<ing the unit iength

as the x eooscdinate o£ the source
or sink. Know2ng that the width
of the test plate is 3 inehes, the

chief dimensions of the Rankine
oval could at once be obtained. The

results aife shown schematieally in
Fig. 13.

    Substitution of B=O,785, ob-
tained from Fig. 13, into Eq, (8)

gave the expression o£ the strength
of the souree and sink-namely,
zLo!7n=6.08. Accordingly, the equa-

tion, of the suitable Rankine oval was

          .2Y =tan(6.osy)
          x- + y2 -1

or
         X == :tL (tan (26Y.os y) in'y"J+1)E

                           TABLE
  #
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 Eq.
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o
 e

3

obtained (5) as

    (10)'

<10)

y i x y

O.034

O.068

O.102

O.136

O.170

O.204

3.921

3,92

3.915

3.915

3.90

3.895

O.238

O.272

O.306

O.340

O.51

O.68

x y
j

x

3.885

3.872

3.86

3,84

3.742

3.58

                       rm
As stated befo℃e, -the x eoordinate
in this equation. In other words,
putations of Eq. (10) are tabula'ted

O.851

1.020

1.19

1.335

1
1

E
I
i
1

3.332

2.952

2.255

O.204

of source and sink is the unit length

1=10.2 inches, The results o£ corn-
in Table 3 after eonverting the unit
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length to the width o£ the test plate, and the comparison between the
imaginary Rankine oval and the eddy profile obtained in Fig. 8 is shown

in Fig. 15. It will be seen that the two shapes are very similar.

    It is eonvenient to convert the chie£ dimensions into the x coordinate
of source or sink as unity in order to derive the equation of the

stream line at the eeiling of the air tunnel. The chie£ dimensions
are shown schematically in Fig. 16.

                             Fig. 16
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    From this figure,
e,== 1,052 radians and e.,=(7r-1,e52)

ceiling of the tunnel.

and the coordinates of

stream fttnetion at the
Iocus of Pl(x,y) then gave

of the tunnel. Substitution
Ioeus of P{<x,y). Aceordingly,

of the air tunnel had

         1.594 -= y+
                   6.08

or

          :)         X- =

q      ta
    x･ "

1-y"'-

the

        2･go8

 it is elear that 'tane]==Z.765. Consequently,

           radians £or the stream line at the
  Substitution of uo!m=6.e8, ei=1.052 radians,

 P,(O,1,765) into Eq, (4) gave the value of the

  ceiling of the tunnel as e!or,,=-1,594. The

    the form o£ the stream line at the ceiling
   ' of eluo=-1.594 into Eq. (4) yielded the
       the equation of the form of the eeiling

to be

 i (tan-i xgi -tan-` .gi)

      2y                                    (11)
tan{6.08(1.594-y)}

        of this squation are plotted in Fig. 14.

f-aj "

The

     1.765 ll y kl.594

resultsof compu'eation
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  b. Estimation
     the air
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 ' of the boundary-layer development at the ceiling o£
tunnel,

       to estimate the boundary-layer thickness defined
the general velocity, the veloeity distributions at four

    in the tunnel were measured with a Prandtl-Pito't
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tube up to e.4 inch £rom the ceiling. The results o£ the meas"rements

are shown in Fig. 17. The values of x to show the positions o£ obser-
vations were measured from a fixed po2nt about 1 foot downstream

from the end o£ the bell inlet to the 'test section. The estimated
values of ,the boundary-layer t･hiekness o" are also indieated in this

figllre. In ord.er to estimate the eonstrieting effect o.f the development

of the boundary layer, the displacemen.t thickness of the boundary
layer s'Z defined by S,6(1-ulzt,) dy must be ob'tainect. When one desires

to do so, it is necessary to find the veloeity dist]ribution neare the surfaee

of the eeiling o£ the tunnel. As a matter of praetiee, it is difflcult

to measuTe the veloeity near the wall, there£ore an. approximate ex-
trapolating dev2ee was employed. The sketch of 'the end o£ the inlet
bell of the tunnel is shovvn in Fig. 18.

                           Fig. 18
               A

A,
.-

Z
muny[mpmmdimtsanmo elab-dian

a
xd

ua
B

                             x-
   Even though the aetual foirm of this pairt is AB as shown in Fig.
i8, a fiat plate A'B was imagined to replace the eeiling of the tunnel,

because many experimental measuyements of the boundary-layer thiek-

ness £o).7 a fiat plate are available:

         6 6 O.377         [ff=x+a= R..- (12)
X is the distanee from the ie,ading edge of the imaginary palte, and

x is the distanee from a fixed referenee poj,nt in the tunnel, The
vesults of tiae estimation of the bounda]7y-layer thickness 6 defined by

99% of the general flow velocity asce plo'tted in Fig. 19 against distance

along the test section. By trial-and-error calculatiop, it was £ound that
a==5.27 feet, so that the aetual longitudinal variatio'n of 6 fits fainly

we}1 with values of 6 eomputed £yom Eq. (12). Equation, (12) is

         ,8-t3-7,t}- (,, )" - -EE-2T-Ei
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and the eonditions of the experiment gave v==1,70×10-`ftt7sec and
uo=45.9ftlsec. Accordingly, this equation resulted in

         6== e.osos (x+a)k a3)
The results o£ computations of this equation with the valu.e of a=:5.27

£eet are tabulated in Table 4 a'nd indieated by a eurve ln Ng. 19. It
will be seen that the value of "a" or the length of the extending length

oE the imag2nar.y plate gives a faiyly e]ose approach for the develop-

ment of boundary layer in the tu'nnel, exeept at x=10 feet. This

position is £ax downstream, and henee it was not consideHTed dangerous
to use the variation o£ 6 shown in Table 4.

                          TABLE 4.

cc ft L
t

<X+a)i! a'!from Eq. (13)

o

1,667

3.332

5.000

6.664

8.333

lo.oeo

1

I
I

i

63.28

83,28

163.28

123.28

143.28

163.28

183.28

L

I
l

1.407

1.753

2.07

2.385

2.68

2.99

3.295

   The Prandtl--Kth.rmti,n equation £oi" the veloeity distffibution in the
boundary-layer of a fiat plate is

         y/ii.li,, r's･s+s･7siog,,-P/--t/-lllil-POY (i4)

in whieh

             O.059 P2e:
         'ro==-Il?k 2

Aceordingiy,

         ri:; -= O'Ri3,.i7 (s.s+s.7s iog,, O'i,7i--7m,.", eY ) as)

               '
Equation (15) was adapted £ox each seetion indieated in Fig. 17 and the
results are tabulated in Table 5. The equation of ulzto in Table 5 were

eomputed and the results are shown in Fig. 17 as bro}<en li'nes. [l]hese
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    6Sneh ffsg. xg
    4

    s

    2

    x

                                                            £t

lines were used for the extrapolation of the velocity dist].ribution neav

the eeiiing oE 'the air tunnel. As the velocity distributions in the

boundary-layer along the ceiling combined the experimental results and

the eonven'tional empk"ical fomnulas, the displacement thiekness o£ the
bounda.vy-laye-r o"" eould be obtained for each sect2on. The results of

the estimation of 5'i: are indieated in Fig. 17 and the variation a]ong

the tunnel test section is shown in Fig. 14.

           TABLE 5 Velocity distribution in the boundary-layer

atessg¢heWSzad.-tumeX
VartatcSonoeeheBoundayyptXayervWhictmesg

1

ptqx
xaySept

CIS>

'

.

Pesition
:

f 1
i

r 2

x ft

R
2eluo

l            ]
    O.708 l･
           i
  1.615 × 10{S

O.226
+O.2363log925ev

    2.705

  2.155 × 10"

O.220
+O.230 1o.cr 900u

3

     4.7eo

    2.69 × 10(s

 O.215
  +O.2248log881y
)

4

i

    9.000

  3.85 × 10(i

O.207

+O.2164log848y

  e. Formation of the'ceiling and the floor o£ 'the air tunnel.

    As already seen from the seatter of poin'ts in Fig. X4, a cer'tain

amount of error in computation of the stjfeam line at the eeilin.cr of

the tunne] was unavoidable. As shown in Fig. 14, the .tesults of the

computation were eonnected with a smooth curve. [I]he seale in Fig.
14 is dListorted in the hQz"izontal and vertical dixeetions foy convenience.

Now, the ceiling must be constructed by superposition of the shape
of the stL,eam line and the variation ofi the displacement thickness of

the boundary-layer, This supej-"position was performed graphica]ly with

the aid of Fig, 14. The vertieal 1ine which passes through the eenter

of the imaginary Rankine oval interseets the variation curve of the
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displaeement thiekness of the boundary-layer at point P as shown in
Fig. 14. A honizontal line whieh passes P is indiicated as dot-dash line.

The stream line was disp]aced gcaphically, at eaeh point along the
tu･nnel, by the magnitude of the veietieal difference between this
horizontal line and the variation eurve of the displacement thickness

o£ the boundary-layer.
    As the test plate was mounted exaetly at the midheight of the
tunnel, the fioor of the tunnel was made exaetly symmetrical with the

ceiling. The distanees from the fiat eeiling to the imaginary stream

line weye read from Fig. 14, and transfemred to wood templates which
posses the curve of the styeam ]ine. These templates supported a
fiexib]e hardboard sheet of the same width as that of the tunnel, so

that the desired stream-line shape was obtain.ed in the longitudinal
di:,qeetion.

    The ends of the har.dboard at the entrance and at 'u'he end of the

test section o£ the air tunnel were smoothly connected with the fiat
cei]ing an.d fioor with proper curves. A piezometer hole O.04 inch in

diameter was again arranged near the entrance of the test seetion

in o:,'{i{er to obtain, as befoTe, the, veloeity of approaeh a£ter ealibration.

3. MeaswTements of the wake behimd the plate in the stream-iinedi nir tunmel.

  a. Mean velocity distribution.

    The proeedures £or the measurement of veloeity ancl the eon-
struetion of the fiow pattem were identieal with those explained be£ore,
[I]he final results az'e shown in Fig. 20.

    Comparison between Fig. 20 and Fi.cr, 8 shows only a slight change

in the shape of the eddy profile. Aceordingly as far as the size or

shape of the profile of the eddy is coneerned, the device of replacing

the eddy profile with an imaginary Rankine oval may be unde]rstood

to be propeir, £or the purpose of realizing an approximation to an in.-
finite spacing.

  b. Pressure distxibution.

    The plate for 'the measuyrement of pressure distribution was caye-

ful]y mounted parallel to 'the side walls, and the differenee between

the pressure upstyeam and the pressure at the piezometer ho]e on this

plate was obtained. The experimental resuits at several sections are
plotted Fig. 21 as broken lines. As will be seen therefrom, the pressure

in the region under study is always ]ower than the psessure in the
genereal fiow.
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  e, Turbulence distribution.

    (1) MeasuremGnt ofli5Zt2.

    The single hot wire vvas supported veTtieally in xy plane. In this
case, the hot wire is sensitive to ze' and w', but when ze is large, the

error for ze' which wiU be eaused by 2v' is negligible. Actually, u is

small compared to u' and zv' in some regions of the wake, and the
aeeuracy of the ineasurements of fff'2 beeomes poor, Sinee there is

no way, at present, to measure the fiuetuating components aecurately

in such a region, the measurement was carried out eonventionally.
When the hot wire is supported in this manner, the mean horizontal
veloeity u is also measurable. The measurement of this component of
velocity agreed faiyly well with the scesu.lts obtained with cylinders.

The quantity Y=E'R'7T" can be eompttted from

          fnttili-"'=1',.ensXA.XBov (16)
in which T.., is the reading of the root-mean-square value of the
fiuetuating" voltage, A is the slope of the voltage-veloeity characteristics

of the hot wire, and B. is the attenuation faetor.
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  (2) Measurements oE VWP`' and ze'v'.

   When the single hot wire is supported at the angle of 600 against

the x axist in the xy plane, the reading of the root-mean-sqliare o£
the fiuctuating voltage gives the elue to obtaining y!TJ'i2 and u'v'. In

this ease,

         (J..,s×A×B,,)i=V(u'cos600+v'sin3oO)e

         (Ir?ns×A･×Bn)?=:(O･866V'Zt'2)?+(O.5Vtt')2+O.g66zL,'v' (17)

In the same way, when the hot wire is supported at the angle of 1200
to the x axis in 'the xy plane, one obtains

         (f,,.,×A×B.)2==(o,866'/-"Eilill')2-}-(O.5VVt't'=)L'-o.s66il'v' (18)

The surm o£ Eqs, (17) and (18) gives

         (4･v}s × A × B,)Vi +(I,.., × x<l. × B.):/ -- 1.5 (/'EL7'E' )2 +O.5 (/"vi"3 )e

or

         V"i]'Lr = i/ 2[(T..,s× A× B,,)? -1- (f."ts ×A× Bn),]-1･5 (Y=Z'ef' )L'] (19)

Since Y'ETit2 is obtainable with Eq. 16, VJU'E"' can be obtained with Eq. (19),

   When Eq. (18) is subtracted from Eq. (17), u'v' ean be obtained:

         (I,',ns × A × B7t)Zi H(lrm3 × A × B7i)l} " IV32 ZdV'

                                 'or

         lmZe'7V"-j[=1.7132'[(T,-msX-`4-×B7i):iim(l7tmsxA-xB7t)'.,] (20)

   (3) Measu.lfement of /rvt'i

   The device fox the measurement of flir" can also be used for the

measurement of /'i-'ii In this ease, the single hot wire must be sup-

ported in the xz plane so that the hot wire makes 600 and 1200 aitgles

with the x axis. Then the same expression foy Vzv]"5 as in Eq. (19) ean

be obtain.ed; sinee V5i7/Eii is already khown, Yw'"'- can be evaluated.

   The r.esvtlts of measurements ai'e plotted on Figs. 22, 23, 24, and

25 for several vertieal sections.
                                                   '
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                      Discussion of ResuXts

 1. Mean fiow.

    It may be worth-while to eoinpaL'e the experimental xesul"t's "Lo find

the infiuenee of the tunnel boundaries upozi the eddy. The points of

the maximum veloeity at several vertieal seetions Whieh were obtained

in Figs. 8, 9, and 20 a]re plotted on Fig. 26. The results of Fig, 20

are marked with Zllb==oo. As will be seen Fig, 26, when the height
of ehe air tu'nnel is smali, the vertical distanee from the tail plate

to the point of maximum velocity moves. If the boifder of a wake is

understood to be the line whieh conneets the point's of maximum
veloe2ty at each vertieal sectioll behind the test plate, the faet de-

scribed above means that the height of the tunnel has an infiuenee

on the shape of the wake. The coiiipa}-Tison o£ y!b for Hlb=co and for
jEZ!b= 12 at xlb=8 will show that the effect of H!b beeomes quite ap-

preeiable with distance downstream. The expansion of the boyder o£
the wake also be seen in these plots as well as in Figs, 8, 9, and 20.

   The magnitudes of the maximum velocity at these points aye also
plotted in Fig. 26. It ean be clearly seen that the eonstrietion effect

causes an increase in veloeity in the field behind the test plate. It

will also be seen 'that the maximum veloeity in this region always
appeays at the section x!b=L-2,5 insteact of at the edge of the test plate.

Moreover, it will be noted that the magnitude of the maximum veloeity

changes along the border o£ the wake. Tthis fa,et means that the
pressure in the wake should not be understood to be constant as is

assumed in the free-styeamline theory. The esti: ation o£ the ]oeation
of the points of the maximum velocity beeomes difficult when xlb is

large, beeause the border o£ the wake becomes vague in aceordanee
with the ine]rease of xlb.

   Fig, 27 is presented in order to clari£y the effeet oE the limited
height of the tunnel upon the size of the eddy. The estimated ieng'th

L and the maximum height B... of the stable eddy ob'tained in Figs.

8, 9, and 20 are plotted in this figure. The values B.../b=1,36 and

L!b=8.43 correspond to the size o£ eddy in the stream-l2ned tunnel
shown ii3. Fig. 20. As deseribed before, the variation oE B.,, and L

between the stable eddies shown in Figs. 8 and 20 is small, and judging

£rom the piotting of Fig. 27 it may be understood that B,..,lb=1･36 and
Llb=-r8.43 give a fair. indication of the size of a stable eddy behind

a vertieal plate in a half plane in contaet with a bo'andary. The
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effect of Hfb on the size of the stable eddy will also be elearly seen'

in Fig. 27.

    The eombination of the veloeity measuTement and the pressure
measurement gives the variation of the total head in the field behind
the plate. The iTesults for several vertical sections are shown in Fig. 28.

   As will be seen in this figure, the total head begins to decrease

at the border of the wake, and the smaller the value of x/6, the larger
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the gradient of the total head. When x!b is small, the total head
attains practically a eonstant vaiue, as do also the pressure variations

already shown in Fig. 21, As will further be seen in Fig. 28, the total

head is praeticaily unity outside the wake in a dimensionless expres-
sion. Sinee the reasonability of the veloeity measur.ement has already

been shown, this fact means that the pressure measurement･ was also-

properly performed,

    It is also seen that the total head and the pressure both increase

with xlb. [I]his Eaet inay be eaused by the deerease of the veloeity at

the border of the wake and by the mixing process of the fiow behind

the plate. The total head, as shown in Fig. 28, decreases rapidly in
the wake although it begiTis to increase at a position near the tai} plate.

This phenomenon rr]ay be caused by a baekward fiow within the eddy.
The same behavior is seen in the pressure distribution in Fig. 21.

   The distributions of the horizontal component and the vertieal
component of ve]oeity were also est･imated and they are shown in Figs.

29 and 30.
    As already explain,ed, the estimation of the direction of flow was

per£ormed in two ways--one di.r.eetly with the 30.60 eylinder and the
other with the 1800 eylinder by suceessive approximation, The direction

of fiow near the border of the wake had previously been deteHrmined
by Fage and Johan.sen [2] foM' a fiat plate without tail plate, using the

device of the shielding effeet of a eylinder against a hot wire, As a

cylindey was used in the present experimenta1 work, the author aV
tempted to compare the wotr.kabi]ity of the 30.60 cy]inder with the

results they obtained. The experiment was perfor: ed in the parallel
test section before inserting the stream-line eeiling and fioor, without

tail plate, and it was found tha't the evaluation with 30.60 eylinder

agreed fair]y well "Tith the Fage and Johansen resu]t, This was one

reason why the eylinders were useot in the present s'tudy. They had
to employ an extrapolating method for the estimation of the direction

of fiow inside the border of the wake, where the 30.60 eylinder did not

woyk. [i]his fact- can be seen quite easily. After determining the
direetion of fiow by the pressur.e balance between the two holes, the

velocity head shoulct be obtainable by setting the two hbles in turn

at the stagnation. point on the eylinder. These two readings did not

agree when the eylinder was loeated in the region of steep velocity

gradient. Furthermore, the duplicate measurement with the 1800
cylinder showed that use of the 30,60 cylinder gave smaller values of
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a than that indieated by the 1800 eylinder in the region oi" sheay fiow.

A possible cause of the error in this kind of inst]rumentation when
used in shear fiow will be diseussed analytically in the Appendix.

 2. Correction of the velocity distrEbution andi of the pressure dii,stmibRition.

    As the eeiling and the floor of the test seetion weTe formed aecord-

ing to the shape o£ a streamline caused by flow aroun'd a Rankine
oval, if the shape of the boundaries was correct, the actual results of

the veloeity measurements must be identical with those whieh one can

obtai'n analytieally £or the fiow aveund the imaginary Rankine oval.
The latter resulted from a eombination of an imaginairy source, sinl<,

and uniform fiow. The complex potentials of thgv, souree, sink, and
uniform flow are wi == -m log zJ, zv,, =m log zs, and w3 =- -uez, respeetively.

Aceordingly, the velocity components whieh will be derived from these

complex potentials must be

         u.. MXi --7Zu.-X-ve..+u,
                      oo              oo             xi+zli xi.+yl,

         v=.n 7nyl - 7ny,,
                 o "n              o             xr,+zlf xz,+zf[,

Herein xi an.d yi are the distanee from the souree to an a]rbitrary

point, and x,,, y.] are the coirresponding distanee £rom the sink. Since
the streng'ths of the hnaginary souree and sink were selected to be

mlzb}:=6.08, the dimensionless £orms of these equation.s are

          7a;-ZL xi 1 x2         uorrL6"J08- x'i'+yk'H6,os `di}/invi"vJ/ua+1 (21)

         r£J=g.ios '.rY+'y? tu 6.ios .:,,/2yz, (22)

         'iis'=B/(lt)!' +({lk-)2 (23)

It is quite obvious that these equations would i.iot be applieable exaetly

for the fiow lns2de the wake, but for convenience 'the computations
were earnied out in the range 2.<..y.<..4. The results of the eomputations

and the results of the aetual measurements are listed in Table 6 for

the purpose of compariso'n.

    A close inspeetion of this table wi]1 show that the differences
among the ana]ytieal values and the experimentai values are very small

when the pos2tion of observation is neay the test plate and that they
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(Figures ln

  TAELB 6.
parentheses are interpolated)

e x!b =O x!b = 1.0 + x!b = 2.0

zfibl Eq.(23) 1, Ell[l2e.rti-I Eq-(23)      !Exper.iEq.(23)
l Exper.

E x!b = 3.0 x/b = 4.0

4.o I
3.5I
  l3.oI

  ',.sI

2.0

1.052      1.07

     (1.07)1.054

      1.e631.055

      1.0521.056

      1.063l.053

Eq. (23)

     1.1081.089

     {1.12)1.102

     1,0331.120

     1.141.144

     1.1781.185

Ll19

1.138

1.162

1.197

1.238

r

L

1.139

(L16)

1.180

1.196

1.225

I 1.13s

 1,154

 1.181

 1.212

 1.244

Exper.IEq.(23)

1.161

(1.17)

1.198

1.226

1.249

1.137

1,158

1.184

1.213

1.243

iExper.
     '

ylb

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

x!b = 5.0

Eq.(23>IExpey.

1.128

1.148

1.171

1.207

1.248

1.158

(1.17)

1.204

1.22

1.242

x!b = 6.0 x/b = 7.0 f
F

x!b -- 8.0

1.17

(1.19)

1.217

1.232

1.265

Eq.<23) I' Exper. IEq.(23) IExper.IEq.(23>l

1.072 i

k080 l

1.090 1

1.105

    F1.128

1.151

(1.16)

1.17

1,197

1.2

i
l

/

1.072

1.081

1.091

1,105

1.128

E
i
l

1.l4

(1.14)

1.142

1.155

1.152

E

l

I
i
E

I
I
1

1.030

1.e34

1.025

1.015

O.991

     [Exper.i

:

I
i

i 1
l

I

1.110

(1.10)

1.108

1.113

1.10

E

beeome larger and larger as it moves down,stream. In all cases, the

experimental values are higher than the analytical values. These £acts
show 'that there must be some throttling effeet on 'the air. In order

to estimate the displaeement thiekness of the wal<e, measurements of

veloeity distributions at two vertieal sections fa.r downstream £rom
the test p]ate were added. The variation of the displaeement thickness

of the wake in the longitudinal di]eection is shown in the upper hal£
of Fig. 31, The shaded part of the imaginary Rankine oval was taken

into consideration in the estimation o£ the tunnel shape. The displace-
ment thickness of the wake was computed for the following equation:

          /" := sS(1--gz/;. )el (-%) ･ (24)

}I[erein o" iH7epresents the val'ue of y where the maximum veloeity was

fiz'st obsewed. The remaining par't of the displacement thiekness of

the wake after dedueting the area oecupied by the Rankine oval must
also be taken care of, which ean be done by replaeing it with a proper

distrj.bution o£ doublets.
   In order to elarify the situation, a schematie representation is given

in Fig. 33. The head £omns shown coryespond to a body in a flow.
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Figure 33(A) shows the ease for which the spacing 2s infinite. On the

other hand, the interferenee o£ the wi.nd tunnel wall wi}l be investi-
gated by means of an infinite series of images of the body as shown
in Fig, 33 (B).

   The purpose of the present study is to investigate the ease shown
in Fig, 33 (A), but actually it was the field shown in Fig. 33 (B) that

                           was measu-r.ed, beeause on]y the up-
          Fig. 33                           stream poxtion-i,e., the stable eddy

                     ' -wasused･indesigningthe£ormof     S (A)
 - (x,y) theeei]ingandthefioerofthetunneL
g･s.o igsL---L,.-------i! l.h"fi;.Re.z,w8,r,gS6,Be:,h2gd,,f.Or,M,X:l ,･W.k'

 --ts"

                           part o£ the displaeement thiekness o£     ca                           the wake to be considered. At first,
                           the field shown in Fig. 33 (B) wM be
                           eonsidered.
                               Gene]rally, the complex potential
                           of souree located on the y axis at equal

                           distance R is

                               w,=c[logz+log(z-iR)+log(z+iA)

                                 +1og(z-2i2)+log(z+2i2)+･-･]

                               An addition of a constant or con-
                           s'tants to this equation does not ehange

                           the flow pattern in this field. Con-
                           sequently,

     zvJ::c[Iog,z+log,(z-iR)+log,(z+iA)+log,(g-2iR)+log,(z+2iR)+･-･]

          + C[10ge-li" -log. R2-log, 4RL' - -･･]

        = c log, [ rr,Z (1 + tlil.l-I ) (1 ' -t13tii'2 )"'']

        -nycloge[ZZ ll 1+n$)]                A .eO=,(

                              '        =clog, sinh --{･Z-- (25)
When these sources located on the y axis are replaced with doublets,

y (es)

- ----------- if--

--lto
A

---)p

"o pt

---)p o --Hee- m

÷ A

-)v･

m

- -------m-m- -m-
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the eomplex potential of these doublets can be obtained by differ-
entiating Eq. (25) vkrith respeet to z:

          zvr. =-al-elz (cIog,sinh rrRZ)= ZA.C coth IZ

Accordingly, when the doublets are distributed on the x axis and on

straight lines whieh are parallel to the x-axis with a spacing o£ R, so

that the strength at z=t, t±i, t±2i and so on is M(t), the complex
potential of this distribution of doublets must be

          zv,. == -ili-S:M'(t)eoth -ZE[(X-2t)+iY] elt (26)

Here (x,y) are the eoordinates o£ a doublet element, and a and b are
limits of the location of the distribution of doublets. The sepayation

of the imaginary and real parts of Eq. (26) gives

                 fib sinh2rr(X-t)
          ¢"=-li"ts M(t)eosh2T(x-t)1eos2ny clt

                 1` AA
                   , .2rr          0"=--li'S M(t) ,,,h 2rrSi(xn-t2) l,,,2.y dt

                   f` RR
When a pa"r.alle] uni£orm flow w4= -uoz is added to above equation, one
obtains

          gs .. -u,x+ ze#rr Si 7n(t) eoshSln.h(Rxi"t)(-XA--ct-o)s2R. zi cit

         ip = nd e"y FLZloR'rr-Sim(t) ,,,h 2.Si(i-LilRtrrr) -Y ,,s 2Rrr y clt

in which M(t)==u,m(t). Con.sequently, the veloeity in this field must

be, in dimensionless form,

          Z.':::=i-2,rrSlm(t)[i,h,C,OS,h.(i.I(Xi)-:),C,O,S,,2.Rrr,kt (27)
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          ".",:-:3rr2!]7n(t)[,:l"hh,2.rr(;i`):i,n,,2i.Y,]alt (2s)

          C.", =v/( Z.': )L' +( Zf, )2 (2g)

    Next, the field o£ the distribu'eion o£ doublets in one row on the
real axis shown in Fig. 33 (A) will be considered. The complex poten.tial

Eor a point doublet is zvs=-g =:¢s+iys. Accord.ingly,

         ¢5'iOr･ = pt (,X, ua i.Y)

                  x- + y"
and

         q,=mu ..yy.
                X" + YJ

When the doublets ar.e distributed from x= a to x =b with the strength
of Ft=:uovaz(t) at x=t,

         ¢6 ==: -Sl, (.uiii,il )(,,t}yy,, elt

When a uni£onm fiow is superposed upon this field,

         o--zeo[y+S: (.12i)C,).Y,, alt] (3o)

Henee, the veloeity which will be induced by this st.ream function is

          U.B, =-i.S: 7n (t) /(X.ha-`,iliY,i], clt (3i)

         've"r.ir :=2SZ"z(t) [(iY!X,)JE),..aJ, dt ' (32)

         iB,rm=3/(".'i )! '(Z: )2 (33)

    If ticilu, y.epresents the error whieh will be eaused by the part of

the imaginary Rankine oval, and if zac,,lzeo represedts the error caused

by ehe other par. t of the displacement thickness of the wake, the total

error which may be introduced by the whole is approximately (dci+
dc2)luo. As the tunnel was formed so that Acj!u,::=O, the possibje error

included in the results of experiment is dc,,!zLo. If c/uo represents the
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local velocity whieh one is inte.r"ested to measure, the aetual measuye-

ment was (c+dc,,)!uo instead of c!u. As obtained above, (c+ric,,)fu,
corresponds to c./ze, in Eq. (29), and elz{, eorresponds to cBlzLo in Eq. (33).

Con.sequently,

          c±Ac2 - .-c.g.

           zeo zeo
          ,C CB
          Z{o Uo
Fscom these equations, one obtains

         mr--C.-- =- CB =K (34)
          e+ae. c.
or

         -e-=K.C+diC2 (35)
          Z{o Zdo
Since (c + Ac,])!uo was the quap.tily actually measured, including the e]rror

of the tunnel interferenee, Eq, (35) means that K is the correction

factor £or vel.oeity. In order eo obtain K defined by Eq, (34), m (t) must
first be founcl,

    The stream £unetion di given in Eq. <30) gives an imaginary stream
line which will be eaused by an imaginary body eorresponding to the

displaeement thickness of the wake remaining after dedueting the
par'e of the Rankine oval deseribed before. If y(x) represents the

differenee of the ordinates between the imaginary Rankine oval and
the displacement of the wake, y(x) must be the ordinate of the im-

aginary body to determine the va}ue o£ m(t) signifying the strength
of the distributed doublets. Since the stream funetion is zeTo on the

                                                     'imaginarybody,Eq.(30)gives ' '
          i (.ll:z(]l･ iZSTi,)(-.) clt - -.,(.)         s

This is an integral equation of the Firedholm type o£ the fiyst kind.
As a first appiroximation, assume that 7n(t)==:7n(x), Then,

         M(X)SZ (.-tY)2(f)y2<.) alt == -Y(X)

Ol'

         772, (x) Ltan"` tzf-(i)-]Z = -z/ (x)
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When (b-x) is }arge eompared to y(x), the above equation gives

         m(x)=-- tuY(X) --.Y(X) (36)
                -n.-+tan-iX=C7 taza-iY(X)

                 2 y(x) x-a
    By inspection of Fjg. 31, the quanti'ty "a" was seleeted to be xlb:==3,

and the value of y(x) and the values o£ 7n(x) computed with Eq. (36)

are shown in Table 7 for a series o£ values of xlb. '

                            TABLE 7.

x/b

y!b

"z (x)

3

o

o I
)

  4
      i'
 O.0564

- O.O183

  5
 O.0726

- O.0234

  6
 O.0837

- O.0269

  7
 O,2267

- O.0735

t

  7,2

 O.303

- O.0988

  7.4

 O.418

- O.1371

xl b

ylb

m (x)

  7.6          7.8
 O.663 I O.975

- O.2212        - O.325

I
i
s

  8
 O.9395

- O.311 l

  8,6

 O.807

- O,264

  15

 O.6412

- O.2065

  19

 O.6738

- O.2168

    xlb==19 is large enough for the computation o£ Eqs, (29) 'and (33),

The variation of y(x) will be seen in the upper half o£ F2g. 31 and
the variation of m(x) in tihe ]ower ha]f.

    Since it was found that it would be better to employ the whole

region of the displacement thiekness o£ the wake in determining the
form o£ the eeiling and the fioor of the air tunnel, the distribution oE
m(x) in this case is also shown in Fig. 31, for the purpose of future

yeference. The shaded part corresponds to the portion of the imaginary

Rankine oval which was used in this study, The aeeuracy with regard
to the beginning point of the distribution of doublets is discussed in

the paper of L. Landweber [9]. As shown in. Fig. 33(A), the beginning

point is recommended to be hal£ of the radius of curvature (a:==To12)
of the head form. If the head paxt of the Rankine oval is eonsidered
for this purpose, the matheinatieal expression Eor the radius of curva-

tUre £or the imaginary Rankine oval whieh was used in this study is

                   [( &9X: H siina - /i.Zscr )2 +x`"']'S

       [(-sCiO.nSa..-sil..-P&b'g')2+12･16XECOSa(sCi9nSn.aa silno.a 6}os),

            + x2 (13.16 + 2 cos a) ]
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in which a=:6.08y. This equation ean be obtained from Eq. (10)'. The
evaluation of this equation for y=O gives P/b==O,555. Referring to Fig.

14, this value seems to be too small for praetieal purposes, and so a

proper radius of curvature was estimated to be Plb=e,79, If P16=O.79
is empioyed, the distribution of doublets begins at xlb=O.242 as shown

in Fig. 31. This distribution of doublets may be helpful for the ex-
trapolation of veloeity distributioii at the section where xlb is laxge.

   As only part of the displacement thiekness of the wake, excluding

the region o£ the imaginary Rankine oval, was used in the present
study, the radius oE curvature at x!b==3.0 was understood to be zero,

and the distribution of the doublets was stayted from that point. After

computing Eqs, (29) and (33), the ccrrectien £aetor' K was eomputed by

Eq. (34), the results o£ whieh aye plotted in B"ig. 34.

                          Fte.34d
                    eoREEcTte/vl;ec7eftFoe L,IEIAoetry

esDeEoFrvEPsATg se=o SoRDERo"7figtuAme

m-.-W h-S-
-

' "

K hm:::-
t

-.-' - J

---- N

N

.. .. t..

zTo2345th78g

O･96
x '

o b

   Both the border of the wake where the maximum velocity appears
and the profile of the eddy are indieated in this figure, in order to

show the probable pereentage at these positions, When the actual

results o£ measurement of veloeity are multiplied by K as read in Fig.
34, the approximate cor.reetions can be perfoirmed aeeording to Eq.
(35). Actually, this d.evice of co.vreetion is applic,able only for the

magnitude of velocity, because the value of u is usually much largey
than v, as will be seen in Figs. 29 and 30. Since the eonti'ibution of

v to the magnitude of the velocity is very small, the correction o£ the

direction o£ flow was not performed in this study.
    As this deviee of eorrection is applicable outside the wake where
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the Bernoul]i equation j,s valid, the pressure distribution ean be cor-

rected simultaneousSy by the following relation:

          ie.z. =i-(r£,)2 (37)
           2

    [l]he results o£ the veloeity corrections are shown in Table 8 £or
convenienee in' eomparing with Table 6. The results of velocity calcula-

tions obtained from the fiow around the imaginary Rankine oval are
repeated in this table.

TABLE 8.

ylb

4.0

3.5

3.0

2,5

2.0

y!b

xlb= o l
Eq. (23) ! Corr.ected

  c!uo

R:lb == 1.0
1

L
r

x/b == 2.0

       i
Eq. (23) 1

       1

Corrected

  c!uo

L
t Eq.r23)
I

1.052

1.054

1 055

1.056

1053

1.053

1.053

1,047

1,036

1.049

L
i

1.089

1.102

1.120

1.144

1.185

I
1

j
1

i

1.089

1,100

1.113

1.120

1.158

{

:
I

1.119

1.138

1.162

1.197

1.238

Corrected

  c!2e

xlb =:; 3,O

       I
Eq. (23) l Corrected

  C!2bo

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

F
L

I

]

1.135

1.154

1.181

1.212

1,244

;
1.134

1.144

1,171

1.200

1.221

,

1.116

1.137

1,158

1.177

1,207

mlb = 4.0

      ]
Eq- (23) i Corrected

  e!uo

xlb == s.O

l

Eq. (23)

s

1.137

1.158

1.184

1.213

1.243

1.131

1,159

1.186

1.210

1.225

/

1.128

1.148

1.171

1.207

1.248

Corrected

  clzeo

1.125

L135

1.170

1.186

1.210

t

y/b

xlb :=: 6.0

Eq. (23J

A

Corrected

  c!zen

xlb ::: 7.0
1

L
,

x/b = 8.0

4.0 ]

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.072

1.082

1.090

1.105

1.128

Eq. (23)

E

1

i

L
L

l.111

1.121

1.131

1.159

1.161

1.072

1.081

1.091

1.105

1,128

       f
Correeted         Eq. (23)
  cl'ao ,

1.094

1.095

1.100

1.114

1.113

l

1.030

1.034

1.025

LO15

O.991

Correeted

  cluo

E

E

l
1

,

1.060

1.051.

1.061

1.070

1.058
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     A elose inspeetion o£ Tab]e 8 wili] show that the corrected veloeities
 and the results estimated from Eq. (23) agree fai)rly well outside the

 wake, When x!b is large, the differenee between these two estimations
 seems to inerease, This means that Eq. (23) must be replaeed by Eq.

 (33) when the point o£ observation is in the downstream region. Still,
 the difference is only a Eew pereent. It should be understood that
 the computations of veloeitty were very carefully performed, The
 results shown in Table 8 are plotted in Fig. 20, and they are conneeted

 with veloeity-distribution curves. The same deviee of correction was

 performed for ulu, and the results are shown in Fig. 29, As the
 magnitude v!u, was usually small, eorreetion of the latter does not make

 much differenee.

` Thecorrection.ofthepressuredistributionwasper£ormedatthe
 same time in the region outside and a short distance inside the wake
 where the veloeity correction was significant. The corrections of ve-
 Iocity and pressure well inside the wake, however, were quite dfferent,

 since the assumption of irrotational fiow could no longer be made,
 The Navier-Stokes equation in tensor notation is

           Z",t+ukZ:i'=--l;-gEt-.-+",Z,(gk+nZ'//;) (3s)

 Since the continuity relation gives ozek!oxk=O, the seeond term on the

 right-hand side of this equation beeomes

                              "          v,z, (ggg1 +-zu.e,) ==v-tt.･a--i'b--te-za

     Aceordingly,

                                     o          e,tt-,g-+zekil/ggk =- -7 g･8, +p-,.ak, . (3g)

 When the relations ui=q+uE･ and P==P+p' are substituted, this equ-
 ation becomes

                              '                                         '           a (uL+u,,)+(uk+uk) Li..-(q+.;,> = -Xo(P+puk)+,aL' (q+uE･)

           at oxk Rexi axkexk
                                                         (40)

 U and P represent, o£ course, the mean velocity and the mean pie-
 zometric pressure, respectively; u' and p' are the fiuetuating components

                                                 t of U and P, respectiVely. Since za',=O, aU,!ox,==O, -QtL7, =O, and P' =:O,

t
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when a

This is

Eq. (41)

          gu, +u zgg +v g:+zL･ z.u'+v! gy =--rl, g?/-+p( zJl.a.,+ g",u,)

                                                           (42)

          av +u av +v ov +ut av'+v, av'=.--IL aP +vr'oL'v+ a2vx

               ax ay ox oy Pay Xox?                                                       oyEl          at

When the flow is steady, the terms aulot and ovlot vanish.                                                        As the
pressure distribution was measured along a ve:tical seetion in the b

present experimental worl<, consideration o£ the second of Eqs. (42) is
suMcient. Since oodlox+ov'!ay:=:O,

         ut avt + vt avt= a zaivt+ ovt2- vt azet- vt evt

           ox ay ox oy ax oy
                     = O uivt+evtL'

                       ax ay
Accordingly, the second of Eqs. (42) beeomes

         -l7gPy+va,Vy+a,Vi2=-ugV.+v(a,"-.",,+a,"y",)-Le,Z"iV' (43)

With B as the vertical distanee from the tail plate to the border of

the wake where the maximum velocity appears, integration of Eq. (43)

aeross the wake £rom y to B gives

     -:-+.S'-+vt2:-:t7rri+-z;,+of7,i2+S:[.o,v.-.(g.2e`,+o,"-,v,)+ogtsv']dy (44)

The symbols wi'thout suMx eorrespond to the values at an arbitxary

point y 2n the wake, and the sura× 1 means the values at the border
of the wake y:i=B, The quantity v'ir' is practieally zeyo. Differenti-

ation of Eq, (44) yields

          AP +vriv+zitt2 = ziPi+vtAvi

          PP
             +Si[u agA.v>+ d. gz - ,(ajllge. + /2,A3).azlz.L'v'] ,i,

tirne average o£ Eq. (40) is considered, one obtains

   aLL+ukoq+.2att･..H2-oP+..o2qm (41)
   et axk oxk Pex.i axkoxk
the Reynolds equation. In the case o£ a two dimensional flow,
]eads to the £ollovLTing equations:

                                            no

e.
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Since

          asv) = H7ai(lg.ep..), [-. aggu>]j=.i..g.4.,u.aHat.4...vrj)

                  '
the foregoing equation becomes

         ApP. +vriv-i- ZiJ7'i! =-ApL!IL' + viAv,-v( OotixZ-e --aotixZt--i-)

             +S,6tu a,ri." {-du gi -va,1zi.111.L, + ali,".'V']al:t,

When dynamieal similarity is assumed, one has

         K, =1-K
         dn =Kitt

         XvtL' = 2Kivt2

         Av, = Ktv,

         Au'v! = 2K' u'v'

 'Aecordingly, since APi = -(uiAut+v･szivi),

                   P･
          ApP = hK,[ze'-;+v:-+v`'+lllt'2 --v: +p(OoUx - aoZxbf)

               -S,Ol [2u gi -v e,"'.V,, +2 agiv'.] ely]

                  '
    When this equation is transformed into a dimensionless Eorm,

     izi'e.g- ==: -2K･[g,i +-x' }-3 +-.da, i'r+-i-A, l-/titi･ --k] :'il- iiit5

        -2 s'il ee,ici (x)+-;}- si, g-"Ell.IllnS ci (x) -2si73 IU-ll.ig･ill)d(g)]

                                                        (44)

In this equation, R=buo/v. This is the relation whieh gives the ma-
gnitude of 'the pressure correetion in the wake, K being the eorreetion

factor already shown in Fig. 34. As will be seen in Eq. (44), the most

important term to govern the magnitude of eorrection of the pressure
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Es the relatlve velocity at the boxdeif of 'ohe wake, whlch is laxgeif than

unj.ty, Consequen.tly, in o]rdesc to evaluate Eq, (44) the terms which

are small compared to unity can be n.egleeted. As the Reynolds number

uobly was 5,52×104 fo.r the condition o£ the experimen,t (as may be seen
from the preceding plottings of the expenimental results), the terms

whieh are divided by R are very srnall eompared to u?luZ. Fig, 35 is

shown £or the eomputation of

         sil lau ]Erg･.i al (f)'
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In the vertieal axis uavlex indieates the value of (u/u,)a(vluo)!a(xlb). The

border of the wake is shown fo-r convenienee of integration. in Fig. 35.

    The results o£ the correetion o£ the pressure distribution with the
aid of Eq, (44) are all plotted in Fig. 21 as ful] lines. Evidently, the

magnitude of the eorreetion increases with distanee downstream, the

interference of the air-tynnel boundaries eventually beeoming very
signifieant.

 3. Estimation of the Drag CoeMcient ef tlie Test Plate.

    The dr.ag acting on the test plate ean be ob'tained by the integra-

tion of the pressure distribution on the surfaee of the plate. The

results o£ the measurement of the pressure distribution and the eo.r-
rected results are plotted in Fig. 36. The pressure distrlbution on

the surface o£ the tail plate is also shown in this figure for re£erenee.
On the other ha'nd, one can also estimate the drag of the plate by con-

sidering the change in momentum fiux between two vertieal seetions
loeated upstream and downstyeam from the plate.

    a. Integration o£ the pressure distribution on the surfaces of
        the test plate.

    The i'ntegration of the pressure distribution on the surfaees of

the test pla'te shown in Fig. 36 gives

         [ S] 5nllumApP"iL cl (Qb-)],,,,,,,,. = O 409

and

         [ S:5rli-A:-ug `il (-'Yb-)],..,,,,,,..= -O 281

Consequentiy, the drag eoeffieient for half width of the test plate is

           DIA                -== O.409+O.281= O,690 (45)
           1-          - Pzef,
           2

in whieh D/A is the foree per unit area exerted by the flow upon the

plate. The pressure on the downstream surfaee o£ the tes't plate was
measured at only one piezometer hole; howeve.r, as will be seen in
Fig. 21, the pressure distribu'tion immediately behind the plate is

praetieally constant, and so the estimation of the £orce on the down-
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stream surfaee of the test plate may be considered reasonable. In
the case of a fiat plate without a tail plate, which was investigated

by Fage and Johansen [1].

         [rtelpA'7' ].,,,,... =:O75

         [ rlDiumlpAu: ]a...,,,...= -1 38

Compared with the results observed in the present study, it can be
said th,at the tail plate caused a slight increase in the force acting

on the upstream sur£ace of the test plate and a rather remarkable
alleviation of the low pressure immediately behind the test plate. The

latter effect of a tail plate coincides with the results presented by

Hanin [3] £or bluff bodies.

    b. Estimation o£ the drag on the test plate by the momentum
       prineiple.

    It was shown in Table 8 that the corxected velocity distribution
outside the wake coineided praetieally with the velocity distribution

around the imaginary Rankine oval which was used for the formation
of the test section profile. Since the validity oE the Bernoulli equation

outside the wake had already been checked, it was considered reason-
able to exptrapolate the velocity and pressure distribution, in the region

where ylb was larger than 4.0, in accordance with the analytical values

for the fiow around the imaginary Rankine oval.

    A volume integration of the Reynolds equation obtained in Eq.
(41) gives

       pS O,:2 el"-･+pSu, g.Li,Ldc-･-:+pSuz g".i ela'-･ == hSg£, cl"'W'""S,:U, }., eldi

                                                        (46)
Generally, Green's theorem states that

         S3.G, elc'･w} -=Sn,ms

in which ni are the direction cosines of a unit normal vector at sur--

£ace element clS and the positive direction. o£ the normal is understood
to be outward from the surface; G is a function of x,y, and z. Ac-
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cordingly, Eq. (46) takes the form

       p S O,LtfL aldi +pSnkUkUi elS+pSnkuk2`E･ elS == ig SniPelS+gSnk 0,.91lr elS

                                                        (46),
Since S(aUL!at)elca'v=O for a steady flow, this equation becomes

       pSn,U,U,aS+pSn,ukuS･elS=-Sn,pelS+pSn,oa.Li,iclS (47)

This is the general equation of momentum £or steady fiow. When a
vesctical seetion far upstream £rom the test plate is eonsideHred, nk==

(-1,0,e), and at the seetion right at 'the upstream o£ the test plate
nk==(1,O,O). Consequently, when these two sections are eonsidered for
the first step, one obtains

           oe - ･e g oo oe       -PS,"it'aY+PSeU:pal'Y=S,Pt,elY'S,11'PupelY-SgPiipelY+"SOa"iPncly

                   oo                   g -2                                                        (48)

in which the fact that the turbulence is praetically zero is applied.

Herein P, is the pressure far upstream and P.. and ze,,, are the pres

sure and horizontal component of veloeity just upstream from the test

plate. In the same way, the application of Eq. (47) at a seetion just

downstream from the test plate and an arbitraz'y seetion behind the
plate gives

       -PSILize[lowticiy+pSll'z{L'cizi+F).li,'OhzL,2cizi

            b         = S]i paosvtiely +SILIi pd...cgy --S,:e. pcly- Ft Sli,.J -i?Ztil;eti"'n dy -I-- Ft l'ii I.ll:'cily (4g)

                      p .t
in which Pd... an(a zed... are the terms for the seetion just downstream

from the test plate, and P and u are the terms for the az'bi'trary
section farther doviTnstream. Since the sections just upstream and
downstream fscom the test plate are identical,

           co eo         PS,Ze?ipaly=PS,zeZ..t.cly

            o"            -p
           ee =e                   S,Pdo"r,,cily          S,-P,,.dy =

           l} 2
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            )o "            ,t.it)x'!Pr dy = ptS, aUo(//)-v-L'- ely         lls

            'tt 'h'
If it is assumed that

               bb         D = j'11'Pt:p cly - ,[,i" Pd...cly

it will be seen that D is nothing but the £orce acti'ng on the hal£ of
the test plate per unit length. When Eqs. (48) and (49) aire added,
taking those relations into consideration, one obtains

          'm =e ny] )7.       P S, (2`7)-ue)el'y + S,(Po-P)cgzi-P S, iL7rSclzd + iti S, -g/l- cly =L- D

A dimensionless form o£ 'this equation is

        ce "o       S (i-E']) cl (X)+S Po,-.i･,ny el (x)

        o {]             -"i'-,.gal(g)+":-g((l/Iis)el(-t;-)::=-pD.--, (so>

in. which R=bu,/v.
    In order to compute this equation, the seetion x!b= 2.0 was seleeted

arbitrarily. [Vhe extrap.olation o£ u and P-P, with the aid of the
potential fiow around the imaginary Rankine oval, is shown in. Fig, 32.
The integyal oE tiPl(Pze?l12) in this fi.crusce must be multiplied by 112 before

substituting 2nto Eq. (50). On the otheir hand, there is no multiplying

faetor for the integral of (1-u!lur/). Consequently, the quatity tip must

decay more quickly than. <1-u!/uZ). In order to take care o£ this faet,
dpu1(PuZ12) was integ-,rated from y/b=:O to ylb =30, and (1-u21u?,) was

integrated from y/b=O to ylb==-,50. These upper limits of integration

may be suffieient praetically to replaee the limit of infinity, It was

shown already that the tei"m divided by R is very small, The results

of integration are hence as fol],ows:

         Sl (i- #';i)d (-Y,--) Ur- SIO(i- X])d ({l-) - -i.i47

         S,'e Pb).H.,Pd(-Y,-) L-, l:O P;i,;P al (Lil") -- i.s22
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         S:t･-,'･7' el (g) t Sll Z-,'L' el (f) - o,o27

Aceordingly,

                =-2(1.522-1.147-O.027)=::O.696                                                     <51)
          1.         pm pzer,
          2
                 '
   It will be seen that the numerical values in Eqs, (45) and (51)
agree fairly wel].

 4. rvEomentum distributioit andi imomentum balaRce.

   The momentum equation has already been shown in the form o£
Eq. (46)' in the pz'evious section. The physical meanings of the terms

in Eq, (46Y aTe self-evident from their forms:

   -i]it-Spu,elc-,r ; rate of ioeal ehange of momentum i'n the region

                 one is eoneemed,

   SPnkUkU,iclS ; .rate o£ outhow of momentum on the surface of the

                 region eonsidered,
   SPozku-lumtt･clS ; total Reynolds styesses on the surfaee of the region

                                               '                 considered,

    -SniPelS ;totaipressureaetingon.thesurfaeeoftheregion

                 eonsidered, -
   ptSnk eaxk clS=ptS9o:l als ; totai viseous shear stresses on the sur-

                 faee of the region of fiuid eonsidered,

   Consequently, the meanings o£ the te.vms in the left-hand side of
Eq. (50) that was derived from Eq. (46)i ean. also be clarified as follows:

    f(1-Xl)d(g) ; nate of outfiow of momentum on the sur£aee o£

                   the ye.crion eonsidered,
   S-IZRikeu,,P;O cl (-Yb--) ; total pressure aeting on. the surface of th,e re-

                   gioneonsidered, '
    -S tttt al (-il-) ; tota} Reynolds stresses acting on the surEace of

                   the region eonsidered,
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    k S:((Il/iloicl(g-) ' i.Oga.i ,V,iSg,Ogy,2h.?g 2t,r.e,?:zs,.a,eting on the sur-

   I]ior the purposes oE deteymining the drag aeting en the plate and

of demonstrating the reasonabi]ity of the measurement performed in
the present s'tudy, the relation between the drag acting on the 'test

plate an.d the momentum change was explained in the pneeeding seetion.

Application of the same proeess for each seetion downstream from the
test plate as was done at the seetion oE xlb::=2 yields the distributions

of the signifieant terms in the momentum equation. The results of the

computations o£ ehese terms are shown in F2g. 38, and are also tabulated

in [l]able 9 for the pu.rpose o£ veriEying once agaEn that the estimation
of the drag actin.g on the test plate was reasonably performed.

                           Fig. 38
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    As will be seen in Fi,o.". 38, the most important terms in the

momentum equation are the total pressure aeting on the sur£aee of
the region eonsidered and the rate o£ outfiow of momentum Erom the
surface of the certain volume of the moving fluid. The former increases

rapidly at the section where the test plate is loeated and increases

gradually to the maximum value o£ about 1.7 at around x!b=4.0. Then
it begins to deerease to the value of the drag of the plate, that is
O.69, at the section farr downstream from the plate. It will also be

seen that the distance of xlb=8.0, which means 16 times the height
of the plate on a half plane is still insuMcient for 'the estima'tion of

the drag by the measurements of only the pressure and velocity even

for the simple form of the testing body. The latter traees almost
the same tendeney with the former, and its value cont･inues to be
positive quite far away firom the body, since the effect of ehe wake

does not deeay very easily. The signifieance of the contyibu"tion of

the total Reynolds st]resses for the aeeuyaey of a few per cen.t in

estimating the drag aeting on the test plate, whieh increases with

distai]ee from the body at least to the section o£ :!b :=:8.0, is also elarified

in Fig. 38. Since the decay of the onee generated tuybulence is very

slow, i't can be concluded that it is reeommendable to perform the

measurement of ze' £or the estimation of 'ehe drag o£ a bodiy in addition
to the measurements of the veloeity and pressure distributions even

i£ a considerab]y long distance £rom the body is taken £or the measure-
ments. This object ean be easily attained with the hot-wiye teehnique

already deseribed above. I't can also be said that the m. easurement
of the drag of a body that aeeompanies the measurement of u! ean
be done wi'th a comparatively short test section of the tunnel without

any danger.

    As was akready explained before, ehe oz'der of the viseous shear,

that is the oxder o£ 10-G, is m. ueh smaller than the othe]r terms, and
so the val'ues at the each section are not presen'ted in Table 9. The

mean value of the drag whieh was obtained wi,th the da'ta available
at each seetion is shown at the end of Table gt The va]'ue of a92'11f'liz.I.,=

O.698 ag.rees fa,irly well "rith the direet estimation of the drag by the

integration of the pressure, that was explain.ed in the previous seetion,

with only the differenee oE a residual value. As will be seen in the

eolumn of 'the drag, several repetitions of measurement must be re-
commended at the same section or at different seetions for the purpose
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of measuring the dM'ag of a body, in order to eiiminate the unavoidable

experimenta'l errors.

                           TABLE 9.

x16 I i･o l 2.o i 3.e l 4,O i 5.0 i 6.0 l 7.0 ! 8.0

S(i- X)d(-X)

S(-'thn.,n-)d(-g7)

Sei!/t' d(-X->

 D,IA
 pz`&12

     1
-O.949 li -1.147

     l

 1.2961 L522
     i'

 O.O161 O.e27
     i
     l
 O.6621 O.696
     1

!

:
i
1
!

1
1

I

l

-1.2ss I, -1.3ol li -1.147

     il 1.665 1,691I l,559

     l,

 o.o4s' o.o47i o.e6o

          l
     II O.7301 O.686i O.704
          i

-O,855

 1.267

 O.054

 O.716

l･ -O.495

l
I o.sgg

I O.052
I
I

  O.684

- O. 101

 e.524

 e.o64

 O.712

   Mea,nof DIA---=:5'590==o.6gs
            pzL:/2                    8

   One can easily obtain the diagram of the momentum balanee o£
the mean flow in x-direction, which is shown in Fig. 39, with the results

shown in Tab!e 9, The subtraetion of Mi and the addition of ca to

the term of. the total pressure aeting on the suJrface o£ the region of
the moving fiuid give the drag ca acting on the test plaLLe. The fact
that the points of A4h were ob'tailted on a horizontal line means that

the measurements in this study had been properly pey£ormed and that
the momentum at eaeh seetion is balanced. The curvesi of SpAuPg cl (Iil-)

and SpAT?; a(gZ-)-Mi must be asymptotie to the straight line of ua as

x/b becomes large. The distribution o£ shear force whieh was omitted
in Table 9 is shown in Fig. 40. The order of the sheai force vLras 10-6

aecording to the results of the present experimental dks.ta, as has already

been stated above. The scattering of the points indieates the difficulty

of the estimation, An evident faet one can see in this figu're is that

the sign of the shear force, or the direetion of the shear foree, ehanges

somewhere axound xlb==5･2. It may be said that a kind of confusion

of sheay foree must be expected around this poin.t. Consequently,
smoke pietures aeross a fiat plate that are available in literatures

reveal the disappearance of the stream line that passes the edge of
the flat plate.
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 5. Energy distmibgitSon and the energy balance of the meam filow behindi
    the test plate.

   The kinetie energy of a certain volume of a moving fluid ean be

expressed by

         E =- S-S- u.iu., clcrvv

           =-P2- S<IJi+ul･)({]J,+ub ela: (s2)

                              '
Consequently, the : ean value of the ldnetic eneygy ovey a certain
period of time is

         E = S-lipqopc-･ +S-I} n2･ cu,;･dav

           = T+ T,

in whieh

   T = S-S- Uiagda, ; kinetie energy due 'to the mean velocity,

   T'=S--P271-zeE･ze,2･cltt- ; l<inetic energy due to the fiuetua'ting veloeity.

0n the other hand, the rate of the external work done by the external

foTces acting on the moving fiuid must be the surn of the change of

the kinetic energy with resqect to time and the internal work done
by the internal forces. Consequently,

               alE         We= alt +Wi (53)
VV, and vat in this equation mean the rate o£ the external work done
and the rate of the internal work done, respeetively. The exteynal
forees aeting on the surface of the certain volume of the fluid axe
pressure and shear forees, and they can be expxeessed with

         Otk=-1]Bak+Tik (54)
in whieh

    Tik=pt(-oQxU-1-+eoUxl.) ;shearforcesaetingonthesurface, (ss)

    Bd,k = (Oll wWhhee: 11i;.li ; Kroneeker delta.
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               '

Aeeordingly, the rate o£ the work done by the exteynal forces ean be
obtained as follows:

         W. :L- [aiknkzeielS

              ,
            = I'(-i}6,k + Tik) nkze,clS

            ==.Y-pniz{,ds+S"(gk-+aoUxf.)n,ze,als

The relation 5tknk=na is taken into consideration jn the above process.

Dividing the te]rms u,,ttk and p in this relation into thei]r averag'e

values and fiuctuating values, one obtains the following equation when

their average over a eertain period of time is taken:

         rti. :- - S(P + i5")((]7[, + de"l)n,alS

                 + J"/' [lilllz-((]7'd + it'})+ -iDIE/,1 (ILT'k + ZZIi')] '7zk(Ut + Ti/･) clS

            - -Spqn,ds +gS( '//kt･+ /jll,lg-) n,u, als

                 mSp'u:o2ielS+pS(-ea-gg2+-Ill/ltti/-)u2･nkclS <56)

In other words, the external work done can be understood to be sup-

plied £rom two parts of motion. Namely,

         -Sp qn. cls+Ft j'({llUl.,t-+gU,t -) n,u.cls -[ w (s7)

is the rate of work done due to the mean forces, and

         --Sp'uEn,alS+yS(-3tl i- + -g/"3.)u2･ n,els - w' (ss)

is the rate of work done due to the fiuetua'ting forees aeting on the

surfaee of the volume of the fiuid in which one is interested.

Consequently,

         TJVe == M7+VV' (59)
On the other hand, the rate oS the ehange of the kinetic energy with

respeet to time is
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        dE BE                   eE        ....." = -..- + zek --nv
        dt             at A.xk
           :r -:liltJS-il-ttiuidtt,･ + S-Il-uk-s-ath7, (z`,u,). ala:

Intx-oducing the relations ui=q+?tE･ and uk=Uk+u£ in the above equa-
tion, and taking the aveyage over a eertain period of time again, one

obtains

   -of-ti-l- [r -ii7t S-X- Ua U･iacrv,: + S--e2-(Uk -si.l/z- Ut q + [fk -,O.I tt,or,',) ala,

        + -gllJS#of1･ti;･alc-,-･ + S-x- (ui-;.s]io.--; u,ul･ + ui ,a.-,-Jh--Z7I･ + ui ,//. u,lzto elec-

      = 9,T.t +S{.ll-('nkUkU,,i]il,+f?J,(LrhllZ;･tz12･)cls

        + .SZ. I.L + 'rli'Lt. 7z,(LL'il,"'iikz-e,1' + [JLz`kzL,;･ + z{Zzel･z`2) ciIS

             ,2          ot
      .. .. De7tT + Srl'1- Q2U,n,dS + S{l-ij'i' UknhelS

        + eoTt' + Sp u:･ui utn,cls + S-il- q!zeE nkelS

Sinee E=:T+T' as was shown in Eq. (52),

        clE elT                 alTt
           = +--------
        alt clt dt
The combination of Eqs, (60) and (61) gives
                                        '
        -E,(l-tth-+ -C-ld7--1 -r 9,T, + S-iil- Q!Uknkcls + S{} qL'uthn,cis

                 + Dsll' -l- Sp tt-zei U,nkclS + S# (7'L-z-L'k-'nkclS

The Navier-Stokes equation is

        p clelz:･t -- --btilltZ;. +A ,.Oik,

                                       '
Multiplication of ua to both sides of this equation gives

        {il- cl(Zel`tiZ`･i) :m - ,a.., (pui)+xtzLi ,.O,PZ,`k}'L-

(60)

(61)

(62)
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Intz'odueing the relations u,=q+uS･ and p==P+p' into this
and taking the ave]rage ove.r a certain period of time, and

by a volume integration, one obtains

    ,d, S-S- (uaut)cl..+ ,el, S# (u,･uE･) ela:

        alT             alTt
     =:: +---        dt elt
     =rr -S-,iicr, (PUi)da-･' - S ,9i. (pu'uE') cla' + AS(]} 1.2ilil.ilela' + gSuE'

Consequently,

    cldTt +'EllT' = -Snapcas-Sn,pL'tl･els

                                   -') r

equation,

operatmg

              +rtSU} aiii[oJ,L,, cia- +ftSzeE o.O,Hll;i./- cia:'

On the other hand, Eq. (56) gives

    -Sn･iPqalS-Sn,fo"i'//･ms='rv,

       - u S( ,O.Is + O,[.ii".-) qnkcls- ptS(I,I'- /Ti[' lll l'ltof' ) a',' nkcls

Subs'tituting the above relation into Eq. (63), one obtains

   d,T, + el,T,'- rv,-gS( g.i]i,}+ 3(.7,k) q77kms-AS(veg"ggi' + gg/t)

              +"(u, a2q d,-.+f,(za2 aL'uE･ ala.

                 J/ oxk?-xh ,l axkBxfu

When t･he relations already obtained in

con.sideration, the aveTage value of the internal work
to the internal forees can be obtained from Eq. (64).

Namely,

   rv, :- AS(-g/g,- + ZU. k,) qn,ds+ptS( 3ggi･ +-g.:k".i) u2n,els

        - gSq sZLII.lllx, clcorv w ju Sue o/',Ua;x, elfo'

The eombination o£ the second and the four'th terms in
side of Eq. (64) ean be eomputed as follows:

 o--TT o"ui elc-,'.,

axLoxk

(63)

z{S･nkdS

(64)

Eqs. (53) and (56) are ta!<en into

               done W- due
                     t

the right-hand
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    - tAS( O,.91f- + a...i]].Z, ) u}nkcis+ Ft Sz]fi ,iillii,7L., czcT,

      = -fiS ae., (Ul ZU..: + q aoix7la,) alcrvv +gSU} -sT/'-",:l.l, clare'

      :=- -fiS( aoi.]Jt, e..IIi.if + q a22,[s]Lx, + aoU. L, O..:I,,k + q o/2.iilxg,)aa,: + yS u, .-xaiiaTi,elcA,'

     -=-Ft.[(2..K-+a,'il,,k)?,.q,czdi . (6s)

In the same way, the combination of the third and the fifth terms in

the right-hand side of Eq. (64) gives '
                                                 '
    -ptS( g'.",;' + lt.:/1)u;･nkels+pt.'uE･ ,.e,L',U.E', alcr･-･ - -"S( gk + z"ak',lr) g.Ui clc-."ti

                                                      (66)
                                                '
and as was already shown in Eq. (59), ehe extemal work done was
divided into two payts fior the convenience of consicteration. Sub-
stituting Eqs. (65), (66), and (59) into Eq. (64), one obtains

   -a,III+ d,T,'-- w+ vvi-rtS(-gi.;(fl,i+ Z..i7,k.)ZU. t, d-'v-pS( /rkE + 2"kl)-gk da･･

                                                      (67)

This is the ener.cry equation including the mean motion and the turbu-

lenee. In order to obtain this result, ui which is the eombined veloeity

o£ the mean veloeity and the tuxbulent velocity, was multiplied to
both sides of the Navie'r-Stol<es equation, When UL is multiplied to

the same equation, the energy equation of the mean fiow can be ob-

tained easily. Now, multiplying UL to both sides o£ Eq, (39), and taking
the average over a eextain period of time, one obtains

    r:- -g.ll.t (u,uig)+pu,u, zU. t, +pqu£ tr-tr-' == --&..-J,,(pq)+g[zi ,2:.,

           '
Aecordingly,

   -Il- -l.li-t ([]fi[]7L)+{:- -i.ii!.z(i]fiqUk)+pULuZ-g/lek'- :-: - gA: ,(JPq)+Ai]iL ,XU,ii

The volume integration of this equation with respect to the volume
of the fiuid with which one is eoncerned .crjves
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    8, SuS-(qUi)da･}+S-S- O"tLit,'iU-)da･+Spu,ui :,ggi alcr::

          = inSeOx,, (P[]fi)d"'+"S(lfi a.Oill.l, el"'V: (68)

The third term in the le£t-hand side of this equation ean be rewritten
as follows:

   Spqzei gk elfd -um' Sp ,O.,(LJhu2･u£)alco-- Spu;･ee£ g.9lr clev-

               =-Spqn,uEu2as- Spu;･ui ID.q, ato-

Therefore, Eq, (68) resuks in the £ol!owing form when the relation
given in Eq. (57) is taken into eonsideration:

    OoTt + S-il- Q!nkUkelS+ Spqnk zLE･uiaS- Spze;･uZ sS.: eldi

      =: w-pS(-g.iZ]ii.L-+ eaU.,k)nkqalS+uSq aZ2,[eit., afo (69)

The combination of the seeond and the third terms in the right-hand

side of Eq. (69) ean be computed as follows:

   -AS(,e.ll?+e,U.,k)uLnkelS+gSq,Z2,U,L./Iadi

     -: -"S,Z, [q(gk+ZU.,k)]cidi+ASq ,2'Yi. clco-

     -um- -ptS S..U.i( g.q, + ZU.,lt) alco'v thptS(7L(,sti,YL.,+ ,Z"i.gr.,)clfo+ySuL ,8"iiZ., cldi

     ---ptSg.l?(z.lll+ zi.]7`,k) elco-- (7,,

Substitution of Eq. (70) into Eq. (69) gives

    DeTt + jli#Q2nkUkclS+ Sp[TknkuS･u£elS- SPzb2･ui ea.!? dicore

      -w-ASg.!?(g.lle+zi.Zig,)aco-- (7i)

This is the energy equatio'n of the mean flow of a eei'tain vo}ume of

the moving fluid. Sinee the expressions o£ a77at and VV are already
obtained, elimination of these terms in the above equation gives the
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general form of the energy equation of the mean fiow. Namely,

    - Spq7･b, clS + Fi SU,oz, (g..C- 7}-i; + Z:if) cgs- Spqn,EZ;. Elc zLX cls

                        '     -- /t j'-S-Q?eldi+,f-{}Q?n,Lii,elS-Sp..,bui'-3t,'`elfo+pSg.q,(g.t]i,i+dZ.:l,lt)ddi

                                                      (72)

One can also derive the energy equation of tu.vbulence by subtraction

o£ Eq. (.72) from Eq. (67), or by multiplying u;･ to the Navier-Stokes
     ,

    The physieal meanings of each term in Eq. (72) are:

      Pqn,elS ;rateofworkdonebymeanpressureacting    "j
                       on the surfaee of the vo]ume of the fluid

                 ･ oneiseoneerned,
   "SI71ink(2.ttt+ /L.ll,l,k)clS; rate of work done by mean viscous shear

                       stiresses on the sur£aee of the voiume of the

                       fiuid,

    -Sfi[7Lnkufiu2clS .;.rateofworkdoneduetoReynoldsstresses

                       on the surface of the vo]ume of the finid,
    l., S-lll- Q2el.
                     ; rate of local change of mean energy in the

                       volume of fiuid, and this term must be zero

         -. whenthefiowisunderstoodtobesteady,
    S-li-Q2nklZeelS ;rateofconveetionofmeanenergyonthe

                       su)rfaee o£ the volume of fluid,
    h'pofE.uZG..U.ig-..elfo ;rateoEwo)rkdoneduetoReynoldsstresses

      , e-xk
                       in. the volume of fiuid, or produetion o£ the

                       tuxbulent energy,
    gSOok({l'iil,i+SoUt:.)dn ; rate of work done by mean viseous stresses

                       in the volume of fluid, oz' dissipation of

                       en.ergy due to mean motion.

    One rpust note that a two-dimensional fiow is under consideration

in the p]resent sVudy, and as a result, the surface integration in Eq.
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(72) becomes a single integration and the volume integration means a

double integration. When the certain volume of the moving fluid,
that was considered in the present diseussion, is taken as the region

between two vertical seetions at xlb=-co and xlb:::x whieh extends

from the boundary o£ the half plane to y/b=Do, Eq. (72) beeomes as
follows: (U is replaeed by u he.veafter for simp]ieity)

   S:-P2--ug(-1)or,,,aly+SL'e{l-QL'(+1)ucly+S:p[u(+1)'u-,!+v(+1),,,,t]ely

      '-S.1..Sgep[de'i'i] gu. +u･v･ z,u, +.･,･ gz +..- g,v]a, d.

     --sgep,u,(-i)cl,+j'1-pu(+i)ay+,sr[u(gs-+gze)(+i)

           3Z ,8'Z)('i)]d?y-"S:..S:[gl:('kgg-'-g.lgg-)'3YZ':'a,':)       +v(--- +

       + 3Uy (3a"y + eO.V )+ oO,.Vl'( o8Vy'H+':.'y"'")] alY alX (73)

The equation o£ continuity in two-dimensional case is

         ,een + av .,o

         ax ay
and so,

         iJ7tE2 eV = u.-{J7tE.) imaU-

           DY OX
Consequently,

   iz7,iiL)g/B.+of"[,7 g: +.,,t gv, +lyi･ g･,v = (tt-･-tt-) g.ggm+mb.i(Lgi/i-+ gu,)

At the same time, the application of the equation of continuity gives

   -zt/ (ggg+3".)+ g.v (g.v + z", )+ g,: (gz+g/ .)+ gs (g,v +-g,iiv-)

             oo                                    .-l                                          o     =2(aoux )"+2(&t)-+2 gxv ?sz +(Doxv )"+cgti;)"

     =4(OoUx)2+(na.xv+gt;;)L'

Accordingly, Eq. (73) results
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    SI 22 uiely + S:Pouody == SL"Puely + Sl -g- Q2ucly+S:p (ude,L' + vze,v,) ely

    -SI..S:P[(it'E-EJ7'i2)g".+nt'(gf/+gL`-)]aydx-BS:[2u,b-@.-+v(gg+gl';)]cly

    +ySZ..Sge[4(,a.")2+(,e.V+O,",)!]clyclx (74)

In order to change this equation j,n.to a dimensionless form, one has to

divide both sides of this equation by ELpza:b:

                                  2

   S] cl (-il-) -F 2s ,R.],, d(rll-)

    ==: 2Sge-iiL.i(,z`-,)al(-fli-)+s:-:lli' :£Jcl(-y,-)-2s:[(-gii,)(u-.c'l)+(e,)(ua℃,t)]d(-Il-)

          n:     - 2 j'-b..S:O[(Ze'2i..,"'!>(La,.Z.`1.IZti`)) + (ZeilZ,')(.fi",.iil'IZ`b!t)- + e,Zz`i!,Zbbo>] CiZtti,i,X

     -- Z S:[2(k)(O,xe)+(i ,-)("tZis/Y,"-+e,!&ts)]el(-il-)

            tv     + --R2 S-b..S:[4(9Bggi!"bi')2+('e,".iiUbo- + a,"y!//'n-)g] alybd,X (7s)

Dividing the teyms in this equation into two parts upstream and down-

stream of the test plate, one ob'tains the folowing relation:

   S,)aci(g-)+2S:-,ii.'o,el(.X)+2SZ..S[ eeC'iiith,V-:'(gU.iU,o)+.,t' gv'( /ipm,u,o+ 3z,`lz,ermn)] cuniv.mp.

       - iil, Sl..ji:[4 (ung':{;`.la' )2+( lvgts.o...Lzu,/tt, )!] cixgm

    -2SI ,P., (f,)el(z)+S,co( X', )(t' )d(g)-2s:(£ ui',1",+ .i u.ny,')ag)

         x     - 2Sle- S:[u'2.ttds-"-'2 D,U.lzga + Z`X.'(efi,V.!i"bo +-illtiL"b-y-)] elYbal,･X

     - £ S,Ce[2r;::- 6,"./,%o+-iiJ('3V6",-"-+ Z",9g)] el (-%-)

           x
     + £-S,pt' jnge[4(O,a.!1"ifo)2+ (g/--1!ig-o- + O,,"Jl!"bo)2] dUbal,Xny (76)
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   The physieal meanings of the terms in this equation can be under-

stood by refeyenee to the meanings of the terms in Eq. (72). The left-

hand side of Eq. (76) represents the terms whieh appear in the region

upstream and the right-hand side represents those whieh appear in
the region downstream fyom the normal piate in eontact with the
boundary. When the terxns in this equation,'are computed with the
data obtained in the experiment, the distribution of the signifieant
terms that appear in the energy equation of the mean fiow acToss the

plate can be obtained. Looking at 'the integration in the vertical

seetion, one may see that the upper limit o£ the integxation extends

to an infinity, and that the performance o£ the eomputation is meaning-
less, since the energy in'tegration up to y==infinity beeomes infinity.

Consequently, the terms weye integrated to the upper limit o£ ylb=50
whieh was already employed for the eomputation of the drag acting
on the plate and that was fo'und to be large enough to avoid the in-

fluence o£ the existence o£ the test plate. When the pressuTe is
measured with reference to the pressure at ,a point far upstream
from the plate in the manner employed in the present expeniment,
the teirm of pressure in the left-hand side of Eq, (76) vanishes and 'the

pressuye in the right-hand sicte becomes the pressure differenee be-

tween the pressure at the point inte.restect in and that of the point

i'ar upst.ream. Since the fiow was uni£orm in x-diyection and there
was no turbulenee at the point far upstream, the only term that
remains at that point is S,"el'y, and the integration of this term must

be 50. Consequently, the resule of integ:,'ation of the right-hand sicte

must also be 50 so £ar as the measurements are reasonably perforrned.
In other words, this is a .crood point at which one ean check the aeeuracy

of measurements as a whole as wel} as the comparison between the
two ways of estimating the drag al.ready described above. It may
be worth-while to note here that al.1 the measurements were cairyied

ou't up iLo ylb=4.0 beeause of the dimension o£ the wind tunnel, and
that the terms of pressure and veloeity were extrapolated in an
ana]ytieal way that was already employed in the seetion on estimation
of 'the drag. Sti].l, as will be seen in Figs. 22, 23, 24, and 25, it can

be judged that the measurement of turbulence and the estlmations

o£ the veloeity gradients were obtained to the extent of suffieient
vertical distan.ee, sinee the value o£ turbulen.ee is sufllciently small
when y/b>4,g and sinee the yeasonability of extrapolating the velocity
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by the aid of the flow around the imaginary Rankine oval and the

imaginary potential flow caused by the distribution o£ doublets wexe
already established by the validity o£ Bernoulli equation in the region
where y!b>4.0. The results of eomputation of each term in Eq. (76)
are plotted in Fig. 41 to show their distributions behind the test plate

to the distanee xlb=8 where the standing eddy almost ends. Fig.

41(B) shows the distribution of the rate of convection o£ mean energy
that is the most important term in ehe energy equation. Sinee the
fiow is aceelerated at first behind the plate, this term inereases rather

rapidly and it reaches the maximum value of aboue 52.85 somewhere

at around xlb=3. A£ter that the fiow is decele-rated and this temn
begins to decrease to the value of the general fiow. The rat'e of work

done due to the mean pressure is shown in Fig. 41(A). Sinee the
existence of a plate causes pressure d"rop in the region behind the

plate, the value o£ this term is always negative. This term reaehes
the minimum value of -3 at around x/b:=3 again, since the fiow is
aecelerated at first. This term mus'L' be always negative even at the

point suMciently far downstream £rom the plate, since the drag aetin.cr
on the plate eauses a pressure drop. The rate of work done by
Reynolds stresses, that is shown in Fig. 41(C), reaehes to about -O,10

and it must be destined to deerease with the distance from the plate.

Fig. 41(D) shows the work done by the Reynolds stresses in the volume
of the moving fiuid whieh means the produetion of the turbulent energy.
                                                               ;It can be seen that the maximum production of the turbuient energy
occurs at around x/b=5, Since the deeay of the once generated turbu-
lence is slow, the production of this energy continues at a considerable

distance. Fig. 41(E) shows the distribution of the rate of worl< done

by mean viscous stresses in the volume of the moving fiuid, that is

the dissipation o£ energy. Its value is maximum at the seetion where
the test plate is located. Still, its oTder is 10m". This temrm has the

tendency to inerease £urther with the distanee from the plate. The
rate of work done due to the' mean viseous stresses on the surface o£
the fiuid volume is shown in Fig. 41(F). The sign of this term changes

because the direetion o£ acceleration changes. The order of this term

                                   '    All the terms computed in the energy equation are tabulated in

Table 10 to explain the resutts shown in Fig. 41 and to show the
energy balanee that is shown in Biig. 42. The most important terms
are indica'ted in Fig. 42, and the energy balanee among them is shown
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TABLE IO Results of the Energy Balance of the Mean Flow
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in the manner already explained, The value of ZZ]4 must be equal to
E which is 'fifty in this case, As will be seen in Table 10, their values

for several vertical seetions agree' with only a slight differenee whieh

can be excused as the experimental errors.

                           Conclusions

    The £oregoing experimental study of fiow past a normal plate in
contact with a boundary, which was yealized in an air tunnel by placing

a tail plate at the midsection of the test plate on the downstream
side, permits the following conelusions to be drawn:

    1. The stable eddy behind a plate in contact with a boundary is
some 3.6 times as Iong as the mean eddy'pattern in the pendulating
wake behind a plate that is far from a boundary. Elimination of'the

pendulation also results in a considerable deerease of the maximum
velocity in the wake, with a conresponding alleviation of the pronounced

pressure drop that otherwise occurs. As a result, the drag coeflicient

is redueed Erom O,9 to O.7 with respect to the half width of the plate.

    2. Although the drag of a body is usually calcu]ated Erom measure-

ments o£ the momentum change between seetions o£ uniform fiow far
upstream and far downstream from the body, measurements of ve-
locity, pressure, and turbulence properly performed at seetions of non-

uniform flow near the body can also be used satisfaetorily for this

purpose.
    3, The Pitot cylinder should not be used without correction in
regions of pronouneed veloeity gradient, sinee its indications of both

the direetion and the magnitude o£ the veloeity will then not be
reliable.

    4, In making air-tunnei studies of this sort, constriction effects

should not be overlooked, especially in the region downstream Erom
the body. It appears that a distribution of doublets along the tunnel

permits a fairly good estimate to be made of the shape of tunnel
boundaries that will simulate the conditions of unconfined flow.

    5, Distributions of momeneurr} and energies of the mean fiow

behind a normal slate in eontact with a boundary on hal£ plane, thae

cause the main difference from the fiow over a plate £ar away from
boundary, were shown in detail.



                          APPENDIX

            Pressure Distribution around a Cylinder in

                      Parallel Shear Flow

    The measurement of velocity in the presene experimental study
Was performed with Pitot cylinders. As stated before, a ce,rtain dis-

crepaney was notieed,in the estimation of the direetion of flow, between

the results obtained with the 30.60 eylinder and those with the 1800

eylinder, It is hence worth-while to clarify the characteristics o£ flow
around a cylinder. in the region of a steep ve}oe2ty gradient.

   This kind of study was first done by v. Sanden [10], and recent]y

Tsien [11] has repoyted on a theoretical analysis o£ the same kind of
problem. They atteinpted to investigate the performanee of bodies

near the sur£ace of the ground. Sanden's study handled a numeyica]
ealculation for a wedg'e-shaped body, and Tsien was primarily interested

in finding the aerodynamie forces in a shear fiow, for whieh exaet

expressions £oz' the pressure distribution in the neighborhood of the
body were not requiyed and henee were noe given. If one attempts,

however, to find the pressure on the sur£ace oE a cylinder or in the
vicinity of a cylinder, he can not neglect any term in the solution.

When a two-dimensional parallel shear fiow is assumed, the exact

solution o£ this problem is not diMcult to obtain.
    The veloeity is assumed to have a constant gradient, as shown in

Fig. 43. Then the velocity o£ the undisturbed fiow at y may be ex-
pressed as

                            Fig. 43
                                   Y
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         u=uo(1+K-il-) ' (77)
The stream £unction of this undiseurbed flow is

         eo = Sucly

           == uo (y + --Ki･tt･) + eonstant

If it is understood that eo=-O at y=O, the eonstant in this equation
must be zero. Therefore,

         di,=u,(y+K-re2Uis') (78)

If ¢i expresses the stream function of the disturbed fiow due to the
existence of a cylinder in the field, the total stream funetion is

         ¢=, q,+y,, (7g)If a non-viseous fiuid is assumed, the vortieity is constant everywhere

in the field. Aceordingly,

          av igHa"t ., constant

          ox oy

Using the boundary condi£ions £ar away from the cylinder, one obtains

          ev ..o, au =ze,!gL

         .ex e･y c
Consequently,

         +l?s,L÷im Du .. u,K (so)          a･x ,By c
Veloeity components at any point in the field are

         ... ee,,=-eip (sl)
             ey Dx
Substitution of Eq. (81) into Eq. (80) gives

          aL'.(op,+e,)+-ti'L.(de,+e,)=u,K

          ex" Dy" c
or

          oo         B-dig+O"gb.i=o ' (82)
               oy          ex"
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This equation must be soived to find the seream function o.f the dis-

turbed fiow. In eylindrical eoordinates, the equation beeomes

         -il,I2gs+-jk, //ei+tils.-., 95"S; -o (s3)

If R(T) and e(e) a]re the fu'netions of only T and 0, respeetively, and

if it is assumed for the solution of Eq, (83) that q, =R(r)e(e), then

          09i=e@muRum O!0i=o,gl'l'Rlm

          ar clr'eT2 (IT9
          a,?oi=R-al,tL･/f,ip..-R/2,ag . (8`)

Substituting Eq. (84) into Eq. (83), one obtoins

         T2(-k･(-/;,4+"ZR.)]+,8-･d#,, -=o

Sinee R and e are functions o£ T and e, respeetively, ea'eh o£ the two
terms in this equation must be a constant and their sum must be zero,
Consequently, if wz is an arbitrary con-stant, then

          1 al2e         gale,='-M2 ' (85)
and

         rg( 21-- (-ad- 2.R, +" alclR. )i= mg (s6)

The general solution of Eq. (85) is

         e=Aeos 7ne+B sin me (87)
Upon rewriting, Eq. (86) beeomes

          clLiR 1elR R.                     -77n" ==O (88)            -+-
          clT" Tclr T"
                                               'If R=Tft is assumed, then C elIRr =A'ra-i ahd --C clliitl;. =A(R-1)rft-2. And so,

                                  tt
         R(R-1)Tft-2+RTA-2-m2Tft-2 =L- o

or

         R=: +m

Accordingly, the general solution of Eq, (88) is
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         R== CT"'+Dr-M (89)
Using Eqs. (87) and (89), one can obtain the general solution of the
Laplace equation given by Eq. (82>--namely:

         0i=S(C.r"t+D,,,T-O'b)(A.cosme+B.sin7ne) (90)
              o
    The coefiicients in this equation must still be determined. On the

surface of the cylinder, it is necessary that t･he radial component of

the undisturbed veloeity which can be introduced by di, and the radial

veloeity which comes from ei be equal in magnitude and opposite in
direetion, so that the radial velocity on the surface of the cylinder is

zero. The horizontal eomponent of the undisturbed fiow on the surface

of the cylinder can be obtained by substituting y=(c12)sine nto Eq.
(77). That is

               ( 5･         u=uo 1+-sine)

Hence the radial eomponent is

         u,: = uo (i+ [Sl sin e) eose

On the ether hand, the radial eomponent which comes from ipi is

         "r = (mli- 2¢ei).="'

Consequently,
                                  '
         (Lili- gdiei ),,ts= -uo (eose+5sin 2e) (gi)

From Eq. (90),

         'rli- gipei = :m(C.T"b"i+D,.r-M-i)(-A.sinme+B.cos7ne)

                  ?tb .-Whence
                     tt
         (-il, Zip,i),.,.1,. .,, ¥. (c.(g)"t'"i.b.,(-;}.)-e･t-i}

                          ×{-A,,,sin7ne+B.cosme]m '

                                                    'Acco.rdingly,
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         - u, (cose+ -lil sin 2e)

           =:.,(-A,nCm(-Srm)"bM"sin7nOHA..D.(uil})MM-isinme

                                             '             + B.c., (g)O'b-'cos me + B.,D. (LSL) "'bM'cos me] m

When m=1, comparing the coeMeients of eosO and sine, one obtains

         -u,=-B,C,+B,D,(.g)r2, A,c,-A,D,(g)'2=o

For 7n==2, comparing the eoefficients of sin2e and eos 20, one obtains

         -u, ll: = 2(- A,C,(g) - A,D,(g) -7i, B,C,.(g) + B,D,(LS)-3= o

                                  '
The other terms for m=O,3,4,5,･･･, are all zero, At a point far away

from the cylinder, there is no disturbance from the eylinder, ThiS
means that when T=:oo ande=:n, aoilroe is zero. For m=1, one obtains
BiCi==O in this case. In the same way, when T=oo and 0:= n/4, eoilTae

must be zero again; and for m==2, one obtains A,,C2=O, Now, six

relations were obtained for the determination o£ the coefficients. Using
these xelations, one can find Ci--'O, Ai=O, C2:=O, B2=O,BiDi:==-uo(c!2)2,

and A2D,)=Kuo(c12)318. The substitutions of these values of the eoeffici-

ents into Eq. (90) gives

         ¢, :=: -u,(-g.)2 SirnO+ Usf;4 (g)"cos 2e (g2)

Accordingly, the stream funetion .for the total fiow is

         cb = sb,+sb, = z{,[(r- 4Ci )sine -F SL (-ll;' sin2e･- 3g"... cos ?e)] (g3)

This result is identical with the equation given by Tsien. Euler's
equations of motion are

         HmL op =tt au+vou' -mlL a･p =uev +vev
                              '            Pax ax ey Pey crh,x ey
Substitution into these equations of the expressions for veloeity given

in Eq. (81) yields

         -ly g2.p, ==-,Z2g, ,/2di,,- zip, ,a. (,/2q,,)+g"iO, z"if,+gg ,o. (g{';34)
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and

                      " oo         -3!f) .,. .p.`-ls/bLrs?r'sgbr+Dgb e ro"ip"-. e"`b ,s2,b

          p ey2 oy2 ox2 ,ey eyYsx21 oxeyaxoy

  The sum ofi these two equations gives

         ulr72, -2Igi9, -g'lr,k-(-3igb-)2]

in which

         q=oo+g'i, -e/"'.9y ==o, ¢o==uo(y+K2Y,2

         rmO.szijgo ..u,(i+r!ly), a¢u..o, e29.,o,,.o,

          e-zl Nc!ox F.}･x-
Accordingly,

         -2-7!pu =- 2[/2.ip,1 a,"",e,i -(,//fb )2+ ",Uo a,"".ips-]

This is the Laplace equation for the pressure,
to obtain the pressure distribution in the field.

a solution, but it is not elearly applicable to the

pressure in the vicinity of the cylinder.

    Upon rewriting Eq. C90), one obtains

         ipi=Z,I,,(AmDnb(x?+y2)-3"ieosi x

                                    elb                       +B.D.(x2+yY)-U!'i7sin

-Dip e(e2,,
  ex oy Noxou

)･

'?t6 = u, -tKw

iezl" c

)

(94)

whieh must be
  Tsien's paper

 determination

solved

  . glves
of the

                               (m tan-i-!L)

                                        (m tan-i g)]

in which the relations A,,,C.,=O and B.C,.=O are employed. It may
seem awkward that the general expyessions of coeffieients are used in

this equation, but these expressions are convenient for further eom-

putation. Since

O

ax

('tan-i y

x
)=- -y

 oox'+y
then

aei

ox

   frILmDm

-4,,l

(-Mx(x2+ye) 71}+2

 2 cos
(m tan']

+ 77?.(x2 + y2)
71b+D

"" i'ysin

;)

(Mtan-i g)]

l
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                   '
         i+B,.D.(-･mx(x"+y?)-'-n2"2sin(netan-ig) I

                                  '         ,IL '--?7z<x?+y2)MtY""yeos(7ntan.-i-:'I-l)]J

     - z, ]. [Am.DIzi,IIIii,n{Tl:1.'b'.2'rvT,.e,.O,,?.e,e,// e'n,l.+,.re-(:1".""]7,n.T., 1,i:,e,Sii."eM,0,], ,.e}]

     =Z)-;£Z[A.,D,.(eosecosme-sinesin?no)
       'i･e                   +B.D,,,(cosesinmO+sineeosme)]

     =Z7.1te,IA7nD.cos(mO+e)+B,,,D.sin(7ne+o)l (gs)
       vev
In the same way, one cah obtain

   aoop,yi=li,],--;}-J-l3-i,[A.D.,sin(me+o)-B.D.,cos(me+o)l (g6)

   oOx2gb = lll,l], 'n('.2.+.,1)lA.D.,sin(mo+2e)-B.p,.cos(nzo+2e)] (g7)

    cro'iXliua=Z7n(7;Z.+.,,1)IA.D,,,eos(mti+2e)+B.,D.sin(me+2o)l (98)

         avl
   /2yip,i-.- =･ Z., M('Tn.+.,1) [-A.D,,,eos(7ne+2e)-B,.D. sin(7no+2e)l (gg)

Accordingly,

   Oo]xip..' /-"yt.i =-[-ll,r A.)D2eos4o+-jl,r B,D, sin3e]L' (loo)

and

   (oOx2g.})2=[-il,r A,D, sin4o- T2, BiDi eos 3e]2 (lol)

Substitution of Eqs. (100), (101), and (98) into Eq.(94) gives, after multi-

plication by T2,

   -lr (TL) g"ge +r -gt/-+ Z"bP,)

     =:: 2[-T?6 (A,･D2)L' - -it,- (BiDD2 + 31/l- A!D,,･BiDi sin0

      +Uo,KZ]77Z(7Tn.;i1)[A.D.eos(7ne+2e)+B.,D.sin(me+2e)]](102)

          711
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This equation is non-homogeneous, and for such equations it is 'usua}ly

diMcult to obtain the general solution. Nevertheless, the general
so}ution of this equatiop, is the sum of two special solutions, one of

which ean be obtained by equating the right-hand side to be zero,
and the other of which must be obtained without eqpating the right-
hand side to zero. The first speeial solution is easily obtainable in

the manner a}ready employed to find Eq. (90). An inspection of Eq.
(102), for assuming a proper form of the second speeial solution, will

give the following clues:

    1. when the special solution is assumed properly, as will be seen

in the left-hand side of Eq. (102), even if the terms are operated by
a21oT2 and o!oT, T2 and r are multiplied, respeetively, after operation.

The operation of a21aO2 does not change the powers of T. Consequently,

the form of the special solution must have the same poweys of r as
the right-hand side of Eq. (102),

    2. The operation of o2fofi2 does not change the forms insicte the

sine and cosine, but the coeflleients in front of the sine and eosine

change. There£ore, it is reasonable to assume the fol]owing form as
the special solution of Eq. (102), when the right-hand side remains:

    -il- - 2[-I-g/t+"i,il:.: -g/- sin e]

                                               '         + za3'K ]-ll'-: [A,D,cos(qo+2e)+B,D,sin(qe+2o)} +.constant

                                                       (103)

If it is und.erstood that the reference pressure is the pressure at a point

far away from-the eylinder, the constant whieh appears at the last
of this equation is zero. From Eq. (103), one obtains
  '              '  'X' a..YTP,. ==2[-(4T2,al+2TO,aL-3TO,a4sino} '

                                               '            +nzKlil]q(q*,1)bq{A,D,cos(qo+2fi)+B,D,sin(qe+2e)]]

    -i!l- Z7.) =2[-(-,9,"i+i(1-fiP='--,?t'igino]

                                 '                               '                                            '
            -. "o,K ¥ ].q-ab-g {A,l), cos (qo + 2e> + B,p, ,sin (qe + .2.e)]]

,
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   -;i7 g"b? ,- 2[- (g/.･, sine]

           +UzK4ig(qr+,2)!bq{A,D,cos(qe+2e)+B,D,sin(qe+2e)}]

The sum of these three equations gives

   LX'1 ea"-rP? +;iJ ZPT +-pl OoOlleP2 =2[- (36r:i+16r{L'-24.l,"sine)

           +UZK;hTb,q(4q+4)[A,D,cos(qe+2e)+B,D,sin(ge+2e)}]

                    . (104)
By comparing Eqs. (102) and (104), one can obtain

        a,=-(A,D,)2, a,,=i-IL(BiDi)2, a3=A2D.,･BiDi

                         4

        M==q, b,=-LZZ/!Z
                       4

Accordingly, one specia] solution of Eq. (102) is

   -ill- == 2[- (", (A,D,)2+ 41r, (B,D,)L)- Si},e A,D,･B,D,]

        ' t-,"Ol;,l 4'T". [A.D,,,cos("2e+2e)+B.D.sin(7ne+2e)]] (los)

   The other special solution, vThich can be obtained by equating the
right-hand side of Eq. (le2) to zero, is at once

   -il- :r: illi,](C.7"M+zSX.T-"b)(cx.eos7ne-B.,sin7n,e) (106)

Consequently, the geReral solution of Eq, (102) is the sum o£ Eq. (105)

and (106): ･
   -il- == 2[-- (;, (A,,D,.)2 + 41r., (B,D,)0- SiTn, e A,D.,･B,D,]

        -- tuK,L:Ut' n. 4"7Z., [A.,D. cos (me + 20) + B.D. sin (mo + 2e)]]

       +Z)(C,,,T"b+8.TuM)(a.,cosme+P.,sin,nze) (107)
         ?iv
Next, 4., P.,,･a., and 3,,, must be evaluated. Euler's equation of motion

for steady flow is

,
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        -!it =u2' +v-' (los)
          P ttx                  ex oy
As x is a funetion of r and e,

        -l, -g/zt--l;- gp, -g/t+-2lr -gt/ -gte (iog)

and

        i.=,oso, ie .. ig sin6 alo)
                   ax r        ex ,
Performing the operation,s o/aT and alaO upon Eq. (107), one obtains:

   tlr Lg/t == 2[ly(-.6, (A2D2)2 + ir4., (BiDr)? - J:L5t'S',ine A2D,)'BiDi]

          +<leO;,,4r",Z,I'.,[A.D.cos(mO+20)+B.D.sin(me+2o)]

          +Z]7n(c,,,rM'1-B.T-"}'Jl)(a.,cosme+3.,sin7ne) (111)
           71i
   L}- g/ .= 2[eOrS,0A,D.･Bp,

          -K,UOll,ll,"Z(℃iir:.2)I-AmDmsin(mO+20)+BmDmcos(mO+2e)]]

          +ZM(C,.rM+0,,,r'"M)(-a.sin7ne+B.cos7ne) (112)
           en
Since it is assumed that p=O at T=oo, c., must be zero in Eqs. (111)
and (112). By substituting Eqs. (110), (111), and (112) into Eq. (109) one

ean obtain

   -l;- -gl/f =:= 2(-;},-(A,?D,)2 + ", (BiDD2) eose- -il,r (sin20) A,D,･B,Di

           +rlilleOZ2:3I',.,IA.D,,,cos(me+3e)+B.D.,sin(me+3e)l

               ?ib
           nd Kc:UO Z 2"TZ..,(A.D., cos (me + 0) + B.D. sin (?ne + e)

               elt
                       -A.,D.cos(7nO+3e)-B.D.sin(me+30>l

          - Z] ". T.M., {a. cos me + B. sin me] cos e

            m
           -;.'07,-r7xe,.,-[-a,.sinme+B,,,cosme)sinO (113)
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                                  '
On the other hand, use of Eqs. (78), (81), (95), (96) and (99) results in

                       '                            '   n = 22 -rm -9-(vo+ipi)

      oy ay
    = u, (1 + K-il-) + li], =r.7,7.Z, [,4.D., sin (7ne + 0) -B.,D. cos (me +e)]

                               '
   v= - a (¢,+e,)

                       '    = l;] //tc..,[A,.D,.cos.(me+q)+B.Dr,,gin(me+e)]

                           -"   au m o2ipi'

   ax oxDy
     -= : M(liii,,lt.l,1) IA .,D., sin (7?zO + 20)-B.D. cos(7nO + 2e)]

      m
   au .. o2ipo + o2qi

   oy oy2 'ey2'
     := UoeK` - ZI M (r",3,; 1) {A.,D,,, cos (me + 2e) + B,,,D,,, sin (one + 2e)]

          ?]b
Aecordingly ..

 ' u-elf'a +v au

   oX oy ,
  = Uo ;. 2ZZ!(Il,ll,,;,,1)･{A,nD,. sin(mO + 2e)-B.D., cos ("?･e +2e)l

    +"-Oi41#,Tl,n,.,,[{(m+1)A.,D.,sin<nzo+2e)-(m+1)B,,,D.,cos(nie+2e)]sine

       ' +A.,D,heos(m5+e)+B.,D.,sin(7ne+e)1

    -IT2,(A.)D,,)2cose+-;l,TA,D,,･BiDisin2e-r2,(BiDi)2eose (114)

Substituting Eqs. (113) and (114) into Eq.(108) and simplifying then yields

  Z] L:Sll,III -, '1' {at.cos(me+0)+B,. sin(7no+e)l

  m
    = u, IZ] "b(Il,e,,;,1) [A.D., sin (me + 2e)-B,,,D,,, eos (nze + 2e)]

       ?lb
     + Uo,K IZI MS:ll.t,2) [A.D.eos (7ne + e) + B.D. sin (me + e)]

         vra
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Noticing that only A.,D, and BiDi are the terms which remain in the
right-hand side of this equation, it can be expanded as follows:

   ;,r.,(zPicrieos2e+zSiil)isin2t7]+-lk-[zsx2a,cos3e+･zy,r?,sin3e]

                         +-tr4-["r,cr3cos4e+avt･,B,sin40]+::.L:･;･

                                                  zeros
     = -.1.. (3Zo,K A,D, eos 2e + 3#zK B,D, sin 2o]

       +-jk,[2itoAiDisin3e-2uoBiDicos3e

                  + 8#;K A,D., cos 3e +.' 8ZocK B,,D, sin 3el

       +-iL,-[6or,A2D2sin40-6zeoB2D2eos4e

                  + 152Ue,oK A,D, eos 4e + 152Uc'K B:iD:3 sin4e} + LLtL:':'

                                                     zeros
By comparing the coeflicients in both sides of this equation, it is found

that

   ･Eiat,-o, ･",'is,--3#z".(g)?, os,.,=.g(-g)e.uZ･52(g)a,

   z921?2:=:O, 03cr3==O, ･s3B3=-K4Ui'l-(-S-)3 (ns)

                                         '
These are all the terms which have values, the others all being zero.

Consequently, the solution o£ Eq. (102) ean be obtained by substitution
of Eq. (115), and the values of A,D, and BiDi into Eq. (107):

   -ll- - - -jlk,- (-iiL u, (-g-)3)"- S., (u, (rg7)2)2+2s;?0{rm tl }eg (rm;.)s}

         - Z ,!oI-2T-i -lllL u,(-S-)!ieos 4e - -Ti- u, (g)2sin 3e] - Lli- 3#X'cK(-g7)2sin e

                 '                                                  '         + -il?, (u,(-S-)2eos2e+ orZ52 (S)"cos2e] +", K4hrg' (-S7)"'sin3e

This equation can be rewritten in dimensionless form:

    iP,.,. == - i5i"6 (g)6'-", (g)`- ,K.,,･(g)5si..e

     2
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         --452i(g)"eos4e+ cKr (g)2sin3ff

         -3cKr(g)L'sine+3,(-g)2cos2o . .

         + 211,lli (-S-)"cos 2o+ 2K., (-g)3sin 3o (n6)

This is the general expression for the pressure in the field of the shear

fiow around a cylinder.

    S2nce T=:c/2 on the suyfaee of the cylinder, Eq. (116) becomes

     ipa . =:= (i+ il612>+Ksino--(E2-4)sin2o-4Ksin"e-K2sin`;o

     r PU6

    The results of Eqs. (116) and (117) were obtained by solving the
equation generally, One can also obtain these results without going
into the detail of computation when the Beynoulli equation is applied.

    When the stream line which passes an arbitrary point (r, e) in the

field is identieal with the stream line which passes (-co,y), the fol-

lowing re]ation ean be obtained from Eqs. (78) and (93):

             . . /pat.    y+ gliZ? =: (r- 4Cr2 )sine+ ii ({' sine+ 3S3T.. cos2e)

The veloeity at(-co, y) is given by }l]q.(77). Consequently, when the

pressure at (-oo, y) is taken as referenee, the total head along this

stream line must be

    gpH =- -i;- pu: (i +K-il-)2

      = -} pug･ Ii+ 2cK ((r- 4eTE )sine+-liZ(i2-sin2o+ 32C"T,, cos 2e)]]

                     . (118)
 Since the stream funetion is already shown in Eq. ('93), the veloeity

eomponents at an arbitrary point (T, e) ean be found easily, and the

veloeity at that point can be ealculated. The velocity components are

    u,･ =: -- -ili- Zipe = -u,[(i- 4/2..)eose+K(-Z sinecos ff- 3g"T,, sin2o)]

                                       '    ue = g8.- = uo[(i+ iT!,)sine+K(-:i- sin2e- -gEC21J,, cos 2o)]

                                    '
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Accordingly, the square o£ the veloeity at an arbityayy point (r, e) is

    q2 - n';.+uL',

      - zt:[1- irE,eos 2e -F leC ,+ T2cfl"'sin2e- :']6KT/"(3 sin2eeos2o-sin`o)

       '
        +32C-.6.,+2:Iil2:sino-tt6/ ll,sin3e- :l;sineeos2o+tK4.C-lisine] (iig)

                        '
Sinee the pressure ean be £ound. by

                                                   '         utfPpu/-i' = -l.ip.3. (gPH-r}pq2)

           22
the substitution of Eqs. (118) and (119) into this equation gives the same

result as Eq. (ll6), but it is neeessary to employ a speeial device to

obtain the simple forms of coefficients as are given in Eq. (116).

    In the same way, the result of Eq, (117) ean be obtained easily,

The stream function which eonstructs the surfaee of the eylinder will
be given by putting r=c!2 and e==rr in Eq.(93), for convenienee, since

the sur£aee of ehe eylinder is the same stream line without regard
to the value of e. Namely,

         e.;-.cum= i6 KCUo a20)
The stream line far upstream from the cylinder which is destined to

pass the surface o£ "the cylinder must be given by equating Eq, (120)
and Eq. (78). Consequently,

         uo (y+-tal--- yg) =: -i-c-- Keu, (121)

This relation gives the value of y which determines the loeation of the

stream Iine at the point upstream which passes tne surface of the
cylinder. Eq. (121) gives

         y== v-ft±j/ iiSii..+-g'L a22)

Substitution of Eq. (122) into Eq. (78) gives

         zez=:']}J!JuoJ/1+iL' ' (123)

Since the pressure at T=oo is understood to be zero, the total hea(l
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along the stream line whieh passes the sur£aee oE the eylinder is

         gpEt = -l- pqE + pu

                2

On the other hand, the velocity on the surface of the cylinder ean be
obtained by introdueing T=c12 into agb!or, since the velocity is tangential

on the s'urface. Eq. (93) gives

          Oif. == uo[(1+ 4/E..)sino+=S:(2-rc-sinee- ig:'r,, eos2e)]

                       'Consequently, the velocity on the surface of the cylinder is

         q= u, [2 sine+Ksin2e--li:] (124)

                                                         'since gRH = -l}-pub' (1+ tEiL'), the pressure distribution on the surface

of the eylinder is

          Lli,-?'p,,g = (i + :llllL') - (2sin (7 +Ksiziee-r::ll)L'

           2

which gives the same result as Eq. (117). In other words, the results
of Eqs. (.116) and (117) were Verified.

    Obviously, when K=O (in other words when the cylinder is located
in a uniform flow) in trq. (117), the pressure distribution on the sur-

faee of the cy]inder is pu!(Pug!2)=1-4sin20, whieh is a familiar equation

in hydrodynamies. The point of the maximum pxessure can be ob-
tained by differentiating Eq. (117) with Tegard to e and equating the

derivative to zero:

         K+(KL'-8)sinO-12Ksin?0-4K2sin3e=:O (125)
On the other hand, the stagnation point can be obtained from the
condition (osblor).=.i,, == O. Using Eq. (93), one obtains

                        K         Ksin2e+2sine-z-=O (126)
whieh gives

         sino=-lii(-i±v/i+:ll2) ' (i27)

Since the absolute value of this quantity is always smaller than unity,
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there a!oe always stagnation points on the surface o£ the cylinder. As
the eondition given by Eq. (126) satisfies Eq, (125), the point of the

maximum pressure on the surface of a cylinder and the stagnation
poj.nt are identieal.

   The results of the numerieal eomputations of Eq. (117) in the range

of 900Se..2700 are shown in Fig. 44. The effect of a veloeity gradient

on 'the pressure dlst]ribution o£ a cylinder will be clearly seen. In
order to elarify the probable error in the estimations of velocity by

means of a cylinder, a pai.`t o£ Fig. 44 was plotted to a larger scale
as shown in Fig. 45, The movement of the stagnation points will be
evident fyom this figure. The points of the maximum pressure were
obtained with Eq, (126),

    When the angle between the two holes in a cylinder is known,
one can easily estimate the probable errors in the measurement of
the direction oE fiow, with the aid of Fig. 45. Fig. 46(a) shows the

movement of the stagnation point and the probable e]rror in deter-
mining the direetion of fiow with the 30.60 cylinder which was used
ln the present experknental study, As will be seen, the error in the
direction of fiow is always negative, and this tendency coincides with

the results wh2ch we)re already deteeted by the measurements with
1800 and 30.60 eylinders, as deseribed above. Figure 46(b) shows the
probable error in the magnitude of ve]ocity as measured with the 30.60

cylinder. Sinee there aye two holes in the eylinder, it has two possible

angular positions for the measurement of the velocity magnitude,
Curves I and III eorrespond to these two eases, and Curve II shows
the probable error when the two readings of the two angula/tr positions

are averaged £oy the estimation o£ the magnitude of the veloeity.
    As a ealibration. of a Pitot cylinder is required even for the

measurement of uni£orm fiow, the results obtained in Fig. 46 are not
applicable to the detei:'mination of eorrections. This study is intended

instead to explain the peyformanee of a eylinder in shear fiow, and to

provide a guide for the seleetion of the dimension of a Pitot cylinder.
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